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Abstract 

 
This thesis deals with TV advertising strategies, namely adaptation and standardization, and with 
the impact of cultural homogenization on these strategies. Indeed, globalization generates the 
convergence of world cultures and especially of young Europeans’ cultures. This relative 
convergence in people’s habits, behaviour and values could allow advertisers to use more 
standardized advertisements without losing too much impact on the consumer. The use of 
standardized advertisements is interesting to create a uniform brand image, appeal to cross-border 
segments and, of course, make economies of scale. This thesis surveys young Europeans, 
represented by Swedes and Belgians, to examine their degree of cultural homogenization, i.e., if 
they are culturally similar enough for standardization to be effective on this group. Moreover, it 
compares the impact of both adapted and standardized commercials on this young European 
audience. This study comes to two main findings. First, the young Swedish and Belgian cultures 
have similarities, which standardized commercials can exploit, but also differences. This shows 
that we can speak about cultures’ convergence but not about a complete homogenization. Second, 
standardization seems to be effective - as effective as adaptation - in its appeal to young Swedes 
and Belgians. This shows that, given its advantages, standardization is certainly the most adequate 
method for targeting a young European audience. The findings for Sweden and Belgium should be 
valid for the whole EU. The thesis also discusses the generalization of the findings to the rest of 
the world and other age ranges as well as the future of commercials.  
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PROBLEM 
 

1) Background of the scientific problem  
 

Everywhere in the world, cultural differences seem to be decreasing. Nowadays everybody 
watches the same TV programs, events and films. Everybody reads the same bestselling 
books, listens to the same music and plays the same videogames, to mention only a few. With 
globalization, people know (and buy) the same brands all over the world.  
 
Globalization has also widened the competitive environment of companies and thus expanded 
their activities. Companies now have to act on different markets at the same time if they want 
to be the global market leaders or simply to and remain competitive. The decrease in cultural 
differences has implications on companies’ international marketing strategy. Of course, 
differences still exist and companies still have to take these into account when developing 
their marketing strategy. But cultural convergence could allow for more standardization in the 
international marketing strategy and more particularly in the advertising strategy, on which 
we will concentrate in this thesis. 
 

2) Problem formulation  
 

Many multinationals still resort to customized advertising in order to best fit with the cultural 
features of target clients, i.e. different advertising slogans and methods as a function of 
countries. But granted that people are getting increasingly closer to each other, more global, 
standardized advertising could be envisioned. Standardized advertisements have significant 
advantages over adapted advertisements, for example, standardized advertisements not only 
serve to reduce costs, they also contribute to create a global brand image, which benefits the 
brand in the international market. A company should therefore do research to determine the 
level of homogenization of its market and if it appears that some segments of its market are 
becoming homogeneous, standardization could be the most appropriate advertising method 
for this market. 
 

3) Delimitation of the problem  
 

The international marketing strategy is not limited to the advertising strategy, but in this work 
we will concentrate on it and more precisely on the TV advertising. We will also limit the 
scope of this thesis to the European Union, which that will more particularly be represented 
by Belgium (and even more precisely Wallonia) and Sweden and on the youth, which is easier 
for us to access and which, due to its homogeneity, is a good population in which to assess the 
performance of standardized advertising. Being characterized by very “similar” countries, 
easy and quick communication media and an open economy, the European Union seems to be 
an adequate place for standardized advertising. This advertising method should even be more 
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effective with young people because their culture is more global than that of other age groups 
[Hollensen 2007, 232]. This is to say that if standardized advertising is not more effective 
than - or at least not as effective as - customized one with the European youth, it should not be 
the case in any other “multicultural” region of the world. And so in case of non-effectiveness 
of the advertising standardization for the young European market, advertising adaptation 
should remain the advertising method giving the best results in the whole world. 
 

4) Purposes of the study 
 

The first purpose of the study is to assess if cultural differences among the young Europeans 
are small enough to consider the young Europeans as a homogeneous market in terms of how 
advertisers have to target them. So we would like to assess the cultures of young Swedes and 
Belgians while concentrating on what relates to television advertising: their expectations 
towards commercials, their perceptions of commercials and their reactions seeing them. 
Indeed, in our relations with Erasmus students from other European countries, we do not 
notice really big cultural differences. They seem to behave and think like students from our 
country. Exchange students from other continents have a more distant culture.  
 
The second and main purpose of our study is to assess the effectiveness of standardized 
advertising strategies on the young Europeans and compare it with the effectiveness of more 
adapted strategies. We do not expect the standardization strategy to be more effective than 
adaptation but we expect it to be as effective or just a little less effective. In these cases, 
standardization would still be the most appropriate strategy because it has other advantages 
over adaptation.  
 
Finally, the study could also bring to light that the standardized advertising strategy does not 
have the same effectiveness in every country and that some countries would require more 
adaptation or closer attention to cultural specificities when designing the standardized 
strategy. Indeed, standardization does not mean not paying attention to cultural differences. It 
means designing a strategy that fits with the largest possible number of cultures while 
concentrating on their similarities. 
 
We think that these purposes are really interesting to reach because it would really help 
marketeers in their decision about television advertising if it was demonstrated that 
standardized commercials are effective towards the young European audience. In this case, 
this method could be preferred, at least towards the young European audience, in place of 
trying to adapt commercials to every culture. That would bring marketers a lot of advantages. 
Standardization could in the next years be expanded to the rest of the world if the cultures’ 
convergence is confirmed. If our study revealed that adaptation was still clearly better, 
marketers should preferably use this method. 
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THEORY 
 

This theoretical section is divided into two parts. We will first examine the theories about 
cultural convergence. Then we will examine the theories about international advertising 
strategies. 

1) Cultures’ convergence  
 

A. In the world 
 

Taking the different cultures into account when they are elaborating their international 
marketing strategy is really important for companies. So, in this first part, we will review 
some theories about cultures strategy makers should keep in mind, starting with the most 
relevant in relation with our topic: the market and cultural convergence.  
 
Globalization has been taking place for some decades and has consequences on the world’s 
functioning. Globalization is “the coming together of the many cultures found the world over, 
and the common use of technologies like the cell phone, automobiles, antibiotics, and jeans” 
[Bhawuk 2008, p.315]. It “has increased cross-national cultural, political, and social 
interactions, as well as economic interactions (commercial, financial trade and investment 
flows, migration, and the performance of multinational companies)”. It has also developed “a 
network of direct and indirect relations between individuals at a distance from each other, 
which represents a progressive abolition of every possibility of remoteness” [Arribas et. al.  
2009, p. 127].  
When choosing our topic, it appeared obvious to us that the cultures’ and consumer 
behaviours’ differences between countries were decreasing due to globalization. This 
homogenization of cultures is shared by about half of authors. However, the other half don’t 
agree with this assumption or at least limit the homogenization process to a very small extent, 
claiming that economic development driven by globalization is not going to homogenize 
cultures, though people in all these countries exploit the modern technologies [Bhawuk 2008].  
 
We will first consider the theories about cultures’ homogenization. By allowing the 
worldwide population to access the same technology, the same media and almost the same 
income levels, globalization has harmonized the world population’s needs, tastes and 
lifestyles. Bhawuk quoted a statement made by Levit which explains it clearly, “a powerful 
force drives the world towards a converging commonality, and that force is technology. It has 
proletarianized communication, transport, and travel. It has made isolated places and 
impoverished people eager for modernity's allurements. Almost everyone everywhere wants 
all the things they have heard about, seen, or experienced via the new technologies. All 
consumers basically want the same things, such as new technology, global fashion and the 
cheapest products of the highest quality” [Bhawuk 2008, p. 305]. Other authors like Assael, 
Bullmore, Czinkota & Ronkainen or Jain confirm the convergence theory [de Mooij and 
Hofstede 2002, p. 61].  
 
The causes of cultures’ convergence are manifold and of course come from the globalization.  
First, the globe is shrinking through communication and travel. Tourism is the starting point 
for more cultural exchanges, for both tourists and hosts. Tourists start learning the language 
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and history of the country they are visiting or have visited while hosts try to learn foreign 
languages to promote their business [Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, p. 331]. This brings us to 
languages. Nowadays people learn more foreign languages than before. As language is an 
important feature of a national culture; therefore, foreign language acquisition can only lead 
to a better knowledge and understanding of other cultures. Moreover learning a language also 
involves some specific cultural knowledge of the country (by reading books or texts). With 
the advent of internet, communication across the globe has increased exponentially. 
Second, voluntary and involuntary migration of students, workers, managers, volunteers, 
refugees, and asylum seekers is changing the social dynamics in most parts of the world. 
Migration is becoming a way of life, and it requires paying attention to cultural issues facing 
various populations in contact. Detailed descriptions of indigenous cultures are needed to 
understand the worldviews of people from traditional cultures as well as to understand the 
acculturation patterns and issues facing various populations. 
Third, since the year 2008, for the first time ever, more people have lived in urban centers and 
cities in the world than in rural areas. As traditional cultures are preserved in rural areas, 
people from these areas are steeped into traditional values quite strongly, and a majority of 
them are still unexposed to globalization and the cosmopolitan ways of global citizens. 
Migration of people from the rural areas to the urban centers implies that there is an infinite 
supply of culture in large populous countries [Bhawuk 2008]. 
 
However, the convergence of cultures and consumer behaviours “should not be confused with 
razing of cultural differences and the creation of one global culture. There is an infinite supply 
of culture in populace countries like China, India, Mexico, Brazil, and so forth, and thus to 
expect differentiation is a certainty” [Bhawuk 2008, p. 315]. Even within a country where all 
people have quite the same access to the same technology and products, cultural differences 
exist; so they should still exist between countries in spite of globalization. 
 
A lot of authors do not agree with the convergence of national cultures. According to Geert 
and Gert Jan Hofstede, the dominance of communication technology over culture is an 
illusion [Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, p. 330]. In their book Cultures and Organizations - 

Software of the Mind, they argue that the national cultures’ convergence does not concern 
values which are the core of cultures. “Practices are changing but values are stable” [Hofstede 
and Hofstede 2005, p. 11]. The technology and its products can only change practices which 
are symbols, heroes and rituals. Indeed culture is composed of different layers which are, 
from the most superficial to the deepest level, symbols, heroes, rituals and values [Hofstede 
and Hofstede 2005, p. 7]. Globalization makes people from all over the world buy the same 
products and clothes (symbols), watch the same television programs and movies (heroes) and 
practice the same activities and sports (rituals). However, studies conducted to examine the 
values’ levels show that impressive differences between national values still remain important 
[Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, p. 285]. Of course, cultures are evolving but most of the time 
their evolution goes in the same direction so that differences between them remain intact 
[Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, p. 17]. It is the case for Hofstede’s dimensions that you can see 
below.  
 
The most famous is Geert Hofstede’s study in the 70s of a large body of survey data about the 
values of people in more than fifty countries around the world, people who worked in the 
local subsidiaries of the large multinational corporation IBM. Hofstede’s analysis of the 
answers to his survey revealed four (and then five) dimensions on which countries’ cultures 
can be compared: power distance, collectivism versus individualism, femininity versus 
masculinity and uncertainty avoidance [Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, p. 22-23]. We can give 
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examples of values characteristic of each dimension. Countries where “power and hierarchy 
are accepted” are high power distance whereas countries where egalitarianism is advocated 
are low power distance. Countries where “personal freedom is valued” are individualist 
whereas countries where the family is considered as really important are collectivist. 
Countries where “ambition and success are valued” and where “the machismo ideal is 
acceptable” are masculine. Countries that “are risk averse” and where “security is needed” are 
high uncertainty avoidance whereas countries where “uncertainty is tolerated” are low 
uncertainty avoidance [Singh and Baack 2004]. We can compare the results of Sweden and 
the Walloon part of Belgium that are the countries we study in this thesis. Walloon Belgium is 
quite high power distance whereas Sweden is low power distance [p. 43-44].  Both are 
individualistic [p. 78]. Walloon Belgium is quite masculine whereas Sweden is feminine [p. 
121]. Walloon Belgium is high uncertainty avoidance whereas Sweden is low uncertainty 
avoidance [p. 168-169].  
 
Consuming global products, services and technology does not mean adopting global values. 
According to House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman and Gupta, quoted by Bhawuk “Lures of 
modernity can be consumed in culturally appropriate ways. For example, using a cell phone 
does not make everybody a low context communicator, driving an automobile does not make 
one an individualist, and culinary fusion is not ravaging ethnic cooking. At a higher level of 
abstraction, the use of technology and urbanization is not changing the worldview of people 
and cultural differences in cognition, perception, affect, motivation, leadership and so forth 
are not vanishing but rather becoming more crystallized across cultures” [Bhawuk 2008, p. 
306]. 
 
The cultures’ convergence does not appear to be as significant as expected. However, the 
limited values convergence is partly due to the fact that people are proud of their own culture 
and want to pass it down to the next generation. Values are learned when we are children and 
it makes them very stable, as Geert and Gert Jan Hofstede confirm in their book [Hofstede 
and Hofstede 2005, p. 13]. But the impact of globalization on cultures seems to have become 
more important recently and to have more influence on the young generation. As a 
consequence, the young generation could no longer transmit their national culture to their 
children but a more global culture and the cultural convergence process could speed up in the 
next years.    
 
Moreover, even if the national values’ convergence is limited, globalization has had 
implications that could improve the communication and facilitates relations between people 
from different cultures. Globalization has improved the visibility of and access to other 
cultures. This leads to a better understanding between cross-cultural people as the knowledge 
of the other’s differences makes relations between two persons from different cultures easier. 
Each part of the relation will not be surprised by the other’s behavior. Thus, adaptations will 
not be essential, everyone knowing the “foreigner’s” way of being. This should be the same in 
the relation between a company and its customers through advertisements. In fact, if the 
advertisement’s target knows other cultures and thus has a more global view of cultures 
around the world (at least in its neighbour countries), it will be able to understand a message 
or main idea even it is not really adapted to its own specific culture. We will try to bring that 
with our survey. 
We can also make another statement that is important for a company when elaborating its 
international advertising strategy. Cultural borders do not always correspond to national 
borders. Some nations may have a common or nearly similar culture and could be brought 
together in a cluster. Other nations like Belgium may contain several cultures within their 
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borders. Moreover, within every country, there are very different people in terms of values, 
practices, etc. [Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, p. 19]. 
 

 

B. In Europe 
 

Cultural differences being partly due to adaptation to different environments [Hofstede and 
Hofstede 2005, p. 16], they are bound to be smaller between two European countries than 
between two countries from two different continents because environmental differences will 
be smaller within Europe. So, cultural differences are in essence smaller in Europe than in the 
world as a whole. Furthermore, the cultural convergence is expected to be more important as 
European nations have a lot of contacts together and are already collaborating in many 
domains. Many scholars now argue that there is evidence of the existence of a single 
European market as a result of the unification process [van Raaij, 1997, p. 268]. More about 
the European market integration will be said in the second part of the theoretical background. 
Cultural differences of course still remain within Europe. 
 

“A new European identity is developing” [Harris 2004, p. 427] and the inhabitants, at least the 
youth, feel more European than their elders. However, some differences between cultures and 
people from different countries still exist and will not disappear. Language may be the best 
example, it may remain the main cultural brake to the creation of a single European entity, 
and Europe has a large number of different languages. Some argue that these differences must 
be “viewed as strengths within the EU rather than divisive elements”. However, it cannot be 
denied that even if the European Union can be regarded as a whole, the communication and 
interaction between its members and especially the inhabitants are not yet perfect; “half of the 
people in Europe still speak only their mother tongue” and “only one-sixth live in a country 
other than their homeland [Harris 2004].  
 
 

C. Among young people 
 

The age segment that is the most reached by the new communication technologies is the 
young segment, say from 15 to 30. So this segment is expected to be more convergent in 
terms of culture. 
 
As Hofstede noted, his dimensions could also be applied within a same nation, this is the 
horizontal segmentation approach. Indeed, people within the same country are sometimes 
more distant than people from two different nations. A sixteen-year-old French boy, for 
example, is probably closer to a sixteen-year-old Belgian teenager than to a sixty-year-old 
French woman. So, for a multinational company, the question is not only whether they should 
customize their advertisements to every country but also whether they should adapt them to 
age segments which contain people from different countries. For example, Nike will likely 
launch a standardized advertisement to reach every EU country’s football player whose needs 
and expectations are homogeneous. In every sport, the needs of people - wherever they come 
from - are the same and so Nike will make global advertisements for each sport [van Raaij 
1997, p. 262].  
 
According to Smith, who is quoted by Hollensen, the different age groups do not face the 
globalization of culture in the same way. Hollensen argues that youth cultures are becoming 
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more homogeneous and international than other older age groups [Hollensen 2007, p. 232].  
This must be due to the fact that youth are more “open” to the current world. They use new 
technologies, which have a lot of impact on globalization, more than older age groups. 
Moreover, they often admire the same “heroes”, in sport or music, such as football players or 
famous singers. Music and popular culture (“the culture of the moment, the fad of attention”) 
allow them to identify with other teens from foreign countries. Even when they are abroad, 
they hear songs or see fashionable clothes that they know. It makes them feel home, in their 
own culture, even when they are in contact with another culture. European boys and girls 
from 12-20 ages can identify with kids from the whole world [Steinberg & Lerner 2005, p. 3]. 
The Erasmus program is also something that brings people from different nationalities closer 
together. 
 

2) Advertising standardization 
 

 

Companies operating worldwide have to make their products or services known, liked and 
preferred in every country they are selling them. In order to get a better image for their 
products than their competitors and thus to get a competitive advantage, companies have to 
choose the best advertising strategy. They can standardize the whole advertising campaign, 
adapt every part of the campaign to every country they are operating in or use an intermediate 
strategy. The purpose of our study being to assess the effectiveness of advertising 
standardization on a culturally homogeneous target and thus to determine if companies should 
use more standardization in the future with the cultures’ convergence, we will describe 
advertising standardization in detail and compare it to adaptation.  
 

 

A. Cases where to use advertising standardization 
 
Advertising standardization cannot be used in every situation. It requires a quite culturally 
homogeneous target. We will focus on the need of cultural similarity, which is the main point 
of our work, nevertheless advertising standardization also requires other conditions that will 
also be mentioned below.  
 
We will start with a funny example in order to illustrate the difficulty to standardize 
advertisements across countries. A Nike advertisement, which featured a kung-fu master, two 
women in traditional costumes and dragons, was banned in China because it was viewed as an 
insult to Chinese dignity [Shin et. al. 2009, p. 12]. 
 
The homogenization of cultures and consumer behaviors seems to allow more standardized 
products and advertisements. Indeed, a standardized advertising strategy will be effective if 
the target groups are similar across countries or at least have similarities on which the 
standardized strategy can be built. An international campaign targets distinctive customers 
based in different countries. If these targets have similar characteristics, a standardized 
strategy could be used. This will be more likely among target groups such as the youth, the 
people having higher levels of education and so a good understanding of English and broader 
interests, the people having higher income levels and the people having a cosmopolitan 
lifestyle and so travelling and using international media [van Raaij 1997, p. 266]. 
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Differences in cultures and lifestyles are the main obstacles which stop the advertiser from 
standardizing their advertising campaigns. However, the possibility to standardize advertising 
also depends on other factors than cultural convergence. These factors are often divided into 
two groups, internal versus external factors. External factors are, for example, culture, general 
market similarity, market competition, media availability and state power [Shin et. al.  2009]. 
Internal factors are the topic, product and service of the campaign, the country of origin and 
organization of the sender, etc. [van Raaij 1997, p. 266]. Other technical factors, such as 
emotional appeal, design, and language, also influence the advertising method [Shin et. al.  
2009, p. 35]. 
 
The more similar the product is in the different countries, the more a standardized 
communication can be used. Moreover, according to Evans, the life cycle stage of the product 
is also important. Standardized communication will be used if the product is in the same stage 
in all countries. The possibility to standardize advertising also depends on the price level of a 
product and thus on its positioning on the different markets. If a product has different 
positionings, standardization becomes difficult [van Raaij 1997, p. 267]. 
 
The environment with market structure, competition, market and price levels, available 
media, and government regulations influences the possibility of standardization. A campaign 
is really standardized if the same media are used across the countries. However, media are not 
used in the same way in all countries; television is the most important in the south of Europe 
while reading newspapers is common in the north. Moreover, some restrictions (on tobacco, 
alcohol, etc.) or restricted authorizations differ from country to country which make it even 
difficult to standardize advertising [van Raaij 1997, p.268].  
 
The country of origin also influences standardization. American companies, for example, are 
more likely to standardize than Japanese ones [Shin et. al. 2009, p. 26].  
 
The more basic the emotion used by the advertising is, the more possible it is to standardize. 
Advertising with emotions like happiness, love or sadness can easily be standardized because 
these feelings are universal while humor or surprise are more specific and linked to a culture 
[Shin et. al. 2009, p. 26]. 
 
The European market seems to be an adequate place to standardize advertisements as it 
regroups cultural homogeneity with the other factors necessary to use standardization. 
 
The market integration across countries, which are quite similar in economic development, 
market conditions and educational levels, is a key element for the possibility to standardize 
advertisements. Furthermore, the availability of common media makes it possible to 
standardize advertising. Advertising standardization is the most appropriate method in a 
market with consumer homogeneity, important market integration and similar media 
available. All these features are present in the European Union market. There should be a kind 
of consumers’ homogeneity; almost all the countries are quite similar in economic and 
educational areas. The EU national communications media, such as television channels and 
newspapers, are available in other EU countries [Okazaki 2007].  
 
The European Union with the free movement of goods, services and factors of production 
among countries, a common currency and harmonization of laws, regulations and business 
practices, has become a true economic union [Hollensen 2007, p. 204]. All these features 
facilitate standardized strategies across the different countries. On the other hand, this leads to 
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more competition within the market which could encourage firms to adapt their advertising in 
order to differentiate themselves from their competitors. However, in a very competitive 
market a strong brand image is needed. Thus the will to create a uniform brand image across 
countries might stay stronger and encourages the companies to use standardized advertising 
[Okazaki 2007]. 
 

B. Goals and advantages of standardization 
 
Now that we have identified the situations in which standardization will be effective, we will 
answer the question why companies should use standardization in these situations. Indeed, the 
advertising adaptation strategy will always be more or at least as effective, even in these 
situations, because it is always better to adapt to the cultural characteristics of the target. 
Advertising standardization should be used in these situations because it offers advantages 
and allows reaching goals that the adaptation strategy cannot reach.  
 
Okazaki thinks that the European market convergence could imply three different types of 
goals for the firms. Each of these three goals would encourage standardization in advertising.   
 

1. Creation of a uniform brand image 
The creation of a uniform brand image would have as consequence that everyone would 
consider the brand in the same way. A previous study, conducted by Duncan and 
Ramaprasad, discovered that building a uniform brand image was the main goal in 
standardized advertising [Okazaki 2007, 389]. According to Cateora & Graham, “it is widely 
believed that a uniform brand image across markets can enhance global brand equity” 
[Okazaki 2007, 385]. However, Okazaki’s findings show that market convergence does not 
especially encourage companies to build a uniform brand image. However, the creation of a 
uniform brand image still remains the principal purpose of standardization. 
 

2. Possibility to apply to cross-border segments 
Cross-border segments are constituted by consumers sharing the same features but based in 
different countries. Okazaki, inspired by many authors like Boddewyn, Soehl & Picard, 
Duncan & Ramaprasad, Jain, Onkvisit & Shaw, explains the term as follows: “in such cross-
border segments, customers are likely to share ‘‘uniform’’ characteristics, in terms of needs, 
preferences, lifestyles, and tastes and habits” [Okazaki 2007, 390]. Clearly, when a company 
finds and wants to address such segments, it will use standardized advertisements. Okazaki’s 
study shows that the European market convergence encourages companies to appeal to cross-
border segments and thus to use standardized advertisements.  
 

3. Improvement of cost strategy in advertisement 
Using the same advertisement in different countries leads to a reduction in advertising costs. 
But, even if market convergence encourages companies to try to save costs by using 
standardized advertising, Okazaki finds that their main goal in standardizing their 
advertisements was not to reduce their costs. Saving money is interesting in standardized 
advertising but is clearly not the first aim of such campaigns.  
 
Not all of Okazaki’s hypotheses were supported, but five out of seven were. Thus we can say 
that market convergence, in this case European market convergence, influences firms in their 
advertising methods. They are more likely to use standardized advertising [Okazaki 2007]. 
The major advantages of using standardized advertisements are cost saving, greater brand 
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identification and ease of management. As staid earlier, the main obstacles are cultural 
differences, languages and brand image differences across the different countries [Shin et. al.  
2009, p. 6]. The major advantage of local advertisements is, of course, that they are more 
specific and targeted ways of communicating.  
 
 
 
Summary of hypothesis testing 

 
 

Hypothesis Results 

 
 

H1: EU convergence � strategy to create a uniform brand image 
H2: EU convergence � strategy to appeal to cross-border segments 
H3: EU convergence � strategy to improve cost performance in advertising   
H4: Strategy to create a uniform brand image � advertising standardization   
H5: Strategy to appeal to cross-border segments � advertising standardization 
H6: Strategy to improve cost performance in advertising � advertising standardization 
H7: EU convergence � advertising standardization    

Not supported 
Supported 
Supported 
Supported 
Supported 
Not supported 
Supported 

 
[Okazaki 2007, p. 394] 

 

So in the situations identified earlier where standardization is nearly as successful as 
adaptation, companies had better use standardization because it allows them to create a 
uniform brand image, to cut costs and to manage their international advertising strategy more 
easily. These are three advantages that adaptation cannot have. 
 

C. Choosing between standardization and adaptation  
 

Both standardization and adaptation having advantages and disadvantages, the most 
appropriate international advertising strategy will often be an intermediate strategy. 
Standardizing the whole advertising campaign is often impossible due to the many conditions 
required. Adapting every detail of the campaign to every culture is a waste of time and money 
for the small “added value” that it brings. We will give here the different parts of an 
advertising campaign and possible degrees of standardization.  
 
A communication campaign is composed of four parts:  

- the mission, being the long-term objective,  
- the proposition, being the campaign theme,  
- the concept, being the “translation” of the proposition into the language and culture of 

the target group and  
- the execution, being the visual presentation.  

 
For each part, the company will have to choose if it is better when standardized or adapted to 
the different countries or regions [van Raaij 1997].  
Being the most culture-sensitive, the execution of the campaign will almost always have to be 
adapted. The mission will almost always be standardized to get more image uniformity across 
countries. So using an intermediate strategy will allow benefiting from the advantages of both 
methods.  
 
The company will make a global advertising campaign if every part is identical for every 
country. The company will use an adapted-differentiated strategy if the execution and the 
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concept are adapted. In this case, the company will want to give its product the same image in 
every country but will use different symbols to convey this image, paying attention to the 
different meanings of symbols in different countries. The company will make a local 
advertising strategy if it adapts every part of the campaign [van Raaij 1997].  
 
Even if the whole advertising cannot be standardized, some elements can and if these 
standardized elements provide as much efficiency as if they were adapted, they should be 
standardized. This is the same reasoning as for the whole international advertising strategy but 
divided into the different parts of the advertising campaign. Moreover even if advertisements 
cannot be standardized for the whole world, they could be standardized in regions, for 
example the region formed by England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland.  
 
Opting for standardization does not mean not taking cultures into account. A standardized 
communication campaign will be created on the similarities between targeted cultures, paying 
attention not to offend any cultures and using symbols and concepts that are common and 
have the same meaning in every culture. 
 
These theories show that cultures are, at least to some extent, converging and that 
standardization has a lot of advantages on adaptation if it reveals effective. These two factors 
should contribute to a more frequent use of standardization by advertisers. We will, through 
our study, try to link the theories and verify if this more frequent use of standardization can be 
applied in the reality. We will now explain to you the method we used.  
 
 
 
 

METHOD 
 

 
To reach the purposes of our study, we decided to assess the two advertising methods, 
standardization and adaptation, by surveying young Swedes and Belgians (Walloons) about a 
commercial typical of each method and then about some more general questions. Therefore 
we had to select three commercials (Sweden-adapted, Belgium-adapted and a standardized), 
find a Swedish and a Belgian panel of respondents and to make a questionnaire.  
 
We decided to conduct a survey because our goal is to get the impressions of the audience 
about the commercials and in order to be able to determine the impressions representative of 
those of young Swedes and Belgians, we needed a lot of answers from people belonging to 
those categories. We chose to concentrate on young people because they are the new 
generation and our goal is to assess what will be the best method (adaptation-standardization) 
to use in the next few years. Young people are more representative of the cultural change we 
evoked in the theoretical chapter. A 10-year age range (18 to 27 years old) was interesting to 
concentrate on. We decided to survey Swedes and Belgians because these were the two 
nationalities we could reach the most easily and also because these represent two clearly 
different cultures within the European Union. So it was interesting to identify differences and 
similarities between young Swedes and Belgians. In Belgium we can identify two main 
cultures: the Flemish one and the Walloon one. In this thesis, we decided to concentrate on 
the Walloon culture because it is our culture and it is more distant from the Swedish culture. 
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So our Belgian panel is only composed of Walloons, but in the following sections we will 
most of the time write Belgians to mean Walloons. 
 

1) Selection of the standardized commercial  
 
We looked for standardized commercials on the Internet, selecting first commercials from 
companies that target young people from sixteen to thirty years old. Indeed our respondents 
will be from this age category. We gathered a few commercials: Levi’s, Nike, Coca-Cola, etc. 
 
We chose the Coca Cola commercial because we thought that it was a very good example of 
standardized commercial immersing us into a virtual world. We tried to select we considered 
the most standardized commercial. Furthermore, Coca-Cola’s commercial has all the 
characteristics needed for standardization to be effective in both Belgium and Sweden: the 
final product, life cycle stage, price, and positioning are the same in both countries where the 
market structure and competition, available media and government regulation are comparable, 
and finally, the commercial refers to a basic universal feeling (happiness). 
 
Moreover we do not think that there are any problems with the Coca-Cola company in the 
environment or human rights fields, for example, which could give a bad image in the 
respondents and so negatively influence their votes (as could be the case with Nike company). 
Our goal is that the votes should be as little influenced as possible by external factors, such as 
people’s opinions of the company. Finally Coca-Cola and its advertisements are famous 
worldwide and so were as well known in Sweden as in Belgium. 
 

2) Selection of  adapted commercials 
 
This task was more difficult because we did not know any Swedish commercials and we did 
not have access to the Swedish television channels. We first selected on the Internet both 
Swedish and Belgian commercials, which existed in pairs, a Swedish one and a Belgian one. 
In fact we chose publicities of the same brand or at least two different brands but from the 
same industry. This first selection was mainly a technical selection. The point was to find an 
adapted commercial which had a similar one for the other country. An important criterion was 
the commercial’s availability on the web; indeed without showing the studied commercial to 
our respondents they will not be able to answer the questionnaire later on. A second point was 
to find a similar one for the other country. This criterion forces us to give up very good 
examples like the Swedish commercials of Ica or Statoil. 
 
Here is our first selection:   
 
Belgium Sweden 

Nutella 
M&m’s 
Renault Scenic, Peugeot 306 
Le Soir  
Proximus 
Garmin 

Nutella 
M&m’s 
Subaru, Saab 
Expressen, Dagens Nyheter 
Vodafone 
Garmin 
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Secondly, we had to choose a few of them to make them candidates to election in our first 
questionnaire. Indeed, we decided to ask students to make the final decision through a 
questionnaire in order not to influence the final questionnaires with our personal tastes. We 
asked Swedish students about the Sweden-adapted commercials because they had a better 
knowledge of the Swedish culture and a better understanding of the Swedish commercials 
than us. We also asked Belgian students about the Belgium-adapted commercials. Asking 
other students’ opinions could only be made with a small number of commercials. We 
thought that three possibilities was the maximum in order not to have a too long and time-
consuming questionnaire. This second selection was partial as it was based on our own 
criteria without any external help. We chose Nutella – Nutella, Peugeot – Saab and Le Soir – 
Expressen.   
 
The Nutella commercials were chosen because the brand is the same in both countries. 
Nutella adapts its commercials by countries or in this case at least by regions (it is the same in 
Belgium and France). So here we have a very good example of a company which uses the 
advertising adaptation strategy. At first, we wanted to select our examples only from this kind 
of international company which markets its products in both Belgium and Sweden and so for 
which we had an adapted commercial to each country. But in a practical way, it appeared to 
be very difficult to find both Sweden- and Belgium-adapted commercials from this kind of 
company and, for the few companies using the same strategy we found (Nutella and M&m’s), 
we did not find that their commercials were the best examples of advertisements depicting the 
Swedish and the Belgian cultures. So we preferred searching for better examples and 
choosing Sweden and Belgium-adapted commercials from different companies.  In fact, we 
do not think that being the same brand (or different brands) in the two countries will influence 
the results because even the same brand could have a different image in Belgium and Sweden. 
We preferred choosing good commercials from different companies than bad examples from 
the same company. Nevertheless, since results could contradict our impression, we found it 
was wiser to take at least one pair of commercials of the same brand.  
 
Expressen and Le Soir are two national newspapers. So for them, we cannot really talk about 
advertising adaptation as they market their product only in their domestic country (at least 
they do advertising only in this one). But in the end, their commercials were still depicturing 
the Swedish and Belgian cultures and would have been good adapted commercials for 
international companies. The aim of our study being to compare advertising standardization 
and adaptation in general, the most important for us was to select a very good example of 
standardization and adaptation whatever the company and the sector they come from. These 
two commercials were for us very good examples. 
 
Peugeot and Saab are two international car manufacturers. The difference here is that Saab is 
Swedish whereas Peugeot is not Belgian but French. The company’s nationality influences 
the customer-company relation and if the company is from the same country as the customer, 
he will certainly prefer it. However, even if this external factor to the commercial will 
certainly influence the relation/reaction to the commercial, we do not think that it strongly 
influences while answering our second questionnaire. Moreover, French-speaking Belgians 
are really used to French brands and the French car makers are certainly the closest to a 
hypothetical Belgium one. 
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3) First questionnaire 
 
Thirdly, after having made the pre-selection ourselves, we asked Swedish and Belgian 
students to rate the level of adaptation to their culture of the different selected commercials. 
Swedes evaluated the Sweden-adapted commercials and Belgians evaluated the Belgium-
adapted ones. This step was made through an online questionnaire that you can access thanks 
to the link that can be found in the section “appendices”. We did the survey online mainly 
because it was the easiest way to do it. Indeed, respondent first had to watch the commercial 
which would have been impossible with a written questionnaire handed out. The 
questionnaires were sent to e-mail addresses. This first questionnaire was important for 
choosing the best adapted commercials but it was not the main questionnaire of our thesis. So 
we decided to use smaller samples than the ones we will use for the main questionnaire in 
order not to put in jeopardy the number of responses we will get for the main questionnaire. 
We thought that people would be willing to answer one questionnaire but maybe not two for 
the same survey. So we sent the Swedish questionnaire randomly to a number of Mid Sweden 
University students with different study programs but not to everyone and we sent the Belgian 
questionnaire to our Belgian classmates as well as to friends in other study programs.  
 
We sent the questionnaire by e-mail to 900 Swedish students and received 57 answers and 
also to 100 Belgian ones from whom we received 44 answers. We sent a reminder to those 
who had not answered after one week because we needed results rapidly to be able to start the 
main part of our study. As you can see the answering rate is much higher for Belgians. This is 
due to the fact that the Belgian questionnaire was not sent randomly but to people we knew.  
 
These two questionnaires are exactly the same except, of course, for the commercials the 
respondents had to watch. It was in English for everybody because English is not the mother 
tongue of either Swedes or Belgians and because most of those we sent our questionnaire to 
could speak English.  
 
The first two questions do not have a real impact in our result analysis, at least for this first 
part of the study. We first asked them to define what a culturally-adapted commercial is for 
them because we found it interesting and useful to have a global view of their topic’s 
comprehension.  The second question was about the relative importance of a few elements 
such as fun, information, national features and creativity in an adapted commercial. This 
question was also a general one.  
 
Then followed the questions about what influences their preference for a commercial. The 
first in this category (the third question of the questionnaire) asked respondents to rank from 
“1 least important” to “5 most important” in an adapted commercial the elements which will 
be studied for every commercial later on. These elements are message, advertising theme, 
language/way of speaking/words, background scene and characters which we consider as the 
main elements of a commercial. We did not keep the music for example in the ranking 
because most of our commercials do not have any.   
 
The respondents were asked to watch the three selected commercials and answer questions for 
each one, such as how often he has seen it and how well adapted (from 1 inadapted to 4 very 
well adapted) he considers the elements mentioned before. A last question was about the 
gender of the respondent.  
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With all these results the election process was quite simple. In fact we used the following 
calculation:  
 
The first ranking of the different elements in their order of importance in an adapted 
commercial (question 2) gave us a coefficient of importance for each element. We obtained 
coefficients for Sweden and other coefficients for Belgium. Each coefficient was calculated as 
explained here: every answer is related to a number (1 for least important and 5 for most 
important); for every element we added up these numbers in order to have a total. Then we 
divided this total by the sum of all the elements; doing that we obtained for each element a 
“national” coefficient situated between 0 and 1, which is the same for every commercial of 
the country. As can be seen below, the message is regarded as the most important to adapt by 
Swedes whereas language is considered to be the most important for Belgians. We will 
analyze these results in more detail in the next sections of our work. 
 
Sweden: 
message Advertising language background characters 
0,237037037 0,2 0,207407407 0,149206349 0,206349206 

 
Belgium: 
message Advertising language background characters 

0,226744186 0,197674419 0,251453488 0,152616279 0,171511628 
 
The following was done for every commercial. As said before, the respondents rated, from “1 
inadapted” to “4 very well adapted”, the different elements of every commercial as a function 
of their adaptation. We used these “points”, adding them up them for each element and 
multiplying them by the coefficient of the concerned element. Doing that we obtained a 
number for each element and we added up the numbers corresponding to each element to 
obtain the global result of the commercial. You can see these global results below: 
 
Sweden: 
  
SAAB NUTELLA EXPRESSEN 

164,967196 125,03386 160,7777778 

Belgium: 

PEUGEOT NUTELLA LE SOIR 
123,0741279 
 

115,2630814 
 

149,7093023 
 

The most adapted commercials were the Swedish and Belgian commercials which had 
obtained the highest results, namely Saab and Le Soir. Saab was particularly well adapted in 
terms of message and language, whereas Le Soir was particularly well adapted in terms of 
background, language and characters. But making our choice, we also gave importance to the 
fact that the commercial had been seen by a large enough number of respondents. And this 
was not the case for the Saab commercial. Looking at the results, Le Soir was undoubtedly the 
best Belgium-adapted commercial. All its elements were considered well adapted. Moreover 
it had been seen by the majority of respondents. The results were closer for Sweden-adapted 
commercials between Expressen and Saab, both having elements that were regarded as very 
well-adapted and others not. So the choice was more difficult and we chose Expressen, also 
because it allowed us to have two companies from the same sector for the adapted 
commercials and Expressen had been more seen than Saab by the respondents. Having two 
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companies from the newspaper industry gives more weight to the results because they are less 
influenced by external factors specific to a sector. The standardized commercial being a Coca-
Cola commercial of course comes from another sector but it would have been nearly 
impossible to get adapted and standardized commercials from the same sector because the 
sector often determines the advertising method chosen by companies. So we will use Le Soir 
and Expressen as examples of adapted commercials in our main questionnaire and Coca-Cola 
as example of standardized commercials. These three commercials can be watched through 
links that can be found in the section “appendices”. You can also find links the main 
questionnaires in this section. 
 

4) Main questionnaire 
 
Having chosen a commercial regarded as well culturally-adapted to each country and a 
common standardized commercial, the main goal of our investigation was to measure the 
effectiveness of each method (standardization and adaptation) on young Swedes and Belgians 
in order to determine which one has the preference. Indeed the main goal of our thesis is to 
determine if, as many say, adaptation really has a better effectiveness than standardization or 
if standardization can be more effective, as effective or at least nearly as effective as 
adaptation.  
 
The two questionnaires, the Belgian and Swedish ones, are exactly the same, both in English 
and sent by e-mail for the same reasons as the first one: English is not the mother tongue of 
young Swedes and Belgians but most of those studying at university can speak English. 
Moreover, videos of commercials had to be seen. Within these questionnaires, the same 
questions are asked for the adapted and standardized commercials. This will allow us to 
compare the results for the different kinds of advertising.  
 
We first asked questions about the effectiveness and the likeability of each commercial in 
order to make conclusions about the two different methods, standardization and adaptation. 
They had to watch the studied commercials and then to answer some questions about them. 
We finished with more general questions about the preference for adaptation or 
standardization and the importance of different possibilities of adaptation. This last part will 
also help us to assess the importance of adaptation for the young Swedes and Belgians. 
 
In order to measure cultural differences between young Belgians and Swedes, we also asked 
questions about the cultural distance between the respondent and the commercials. Of course 
we already knew that the adapted commercials were nearer to the countries’ culture than the 
standardized one but the purpose of these questions was to compare young Belgians and 
Swedes about how they perceived the commercials and especially the standardized one. This 
was interesting to be able to measure if standardized commercials are understood in the same 
way in both countries. The answers from the first questionnaire about the expectations that 
young Swedes and Belgians had of a well adapted commercial will also help us to determine 
differences. We finally asked questions about the respondents’ degree of openness to other 
cultures in order to measure differences between the two countries but also if themes from 
other cultures could interest, impact and be understood by young Swedes and Belgians.  
 
Some personal data are asked in order to check the validity of our sample; these are the year 
of birth to confirm that the respondent enters the age range we want to study, the study area 
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and the gender which are important to verify that the sample is homogeneous and not biased. 
Finally, having the last name and surname of the respondents is a way to show that the same 
person does not answer the questionnaire several times.  
 
Before starting to give and analyze the results, we would like to warn you that the answers to 
the first questions on the selected commercials will of course be influenced by these ones. 
Thus these first answers will hardly be generalized to the standardization and adaptation 
methods. However we thought it was essential to refer to an example to illustrate both 
methods as the potential respondents to our questionnaire do not know anything, or at least, 
have a limited knowledge of the subject. That is why we also added more general questions 
that will certainly be slightly bit not overly influenced by the selected commercials. These 
general questions will bring more reliable results about adaptation and standardization. We 
will use and compare the results of both type of questions and if they do not contradict each 
other, our results should be reliable. 
 

5) Selection of the Swedish and Belgian panels 
 
For the main questionnaire, we decided to use larger samples to get as many answers as 
possible. In Sweden, we sent it to the students of every study program and every campus of 
Mid Sweden University. We obtained 123 answers out of 4770 messages sent. In Belgium, 
we sent it to 1500 students of the University of Liège. Moreover we also sent it to our 
personal acquaintances. We obtained 111 answers. As you see the number of students who 
received the questionnaire is less important than in Sweden, this is due to the fact that there is 
no mailing list in the University of Liège as in the MID Sweden University. We also tried to 
have two rather similar samples. We only kept the answers of people that entered the group 
we wanted to study. In this perspective, we suppressed the few answers coming from people 
that were more than 27. 
 
We sent a reminder to the persons who had not answered yet after one and a half week. We 
could hardly send more reminders as the remaining time after the two questionnaires and the 
first reminder were sent was not long enough to wait for more answers. In spite of the 
reminder, the answering rates are very low (2.58% for Sweden and 7.4%). It is certainly due 
to the fact that students are not motivated in answering surveys, especially if that does not 
really concern them and it is not a well known topic. One could say that our sample size is not 
large enough but we think as it is only composed of young students, a very specific target, 
and not of people from every age with completely different needs and tastes, it is not that 
small. 
 
As you can see our sample is only composed of university students. So the total population of 
young people from 18 to 27 is not represented. But we limited our study to university students 
for practical reasons, especially in Sweden where we only had contact with people from that 
category. Concerning the male-female distribution, our Belgian sample is almost perfectly 
split (56 for women and 55 for men). The Swedish sample contains more women (76 vs. 47). 
 

6) Processing of answers 
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Before giving and analyzing the results, we have to explain how we processed the data we got 
from the answers of our respondents in order to use them. We used a calculation to suppress 
the difference in the number of answers between the two countries tough it is quite similar, 
and also to transform the rating “1 not at all, 2, 3 and 4 a lot” into numbers. We associated 
this rating to points. In fact 1 point for “1 not at all”, 2 points for “2”, 3 points for “3” and 4 
points for “4 a lot”. We added up the points obtained by each commercial giving their total. 
Finding the mean is then very simple, dividing the total by the number of responses. As our 
rating goes from one to four, the mean is 2.5. Under 2.5 the average is more influenced by the 
first two possibilities, which means that the respondents do not consider the commercial as 
effective or something we asked them as really important. Over 2.5 the result is better and 
increasingly so as we get closer to four. 
 
This was how data for the majority of questions, those that required an answer between one 
and four. The other questions simply asked to choose between adapted or standardized 
commercials. Here we simply calculated the percentage of answers for each commercial.   
 
We only calculated results for each country separately. In the next section, “results and 
analyses”, the results will always be provided in the same order, Sweden first and Belgium 
second. We will of course try to generalize the results comparing them between countries. 
The results can also be found in tables in the section “appendices”. 
 
 

 

RESULTS AND ANALYSES 
 

 

In this part of the thesis, we will give and also analyze the results we got from this main 
(second) questionnaire. For the sake of clarity, we will present the results and analyses 
according to the dimensions examined. So in order to facilitate your comprehension of this 
high number of results, we will divide them into the following dimensions: (1) likeability of 
adaptation and standardization, (2) effectiveness of these two methods, (3) importance of 
different ways to adapt commercials, (4) cultural distance between adapted and standardized 
commercials and the youth, (5) expectations towards commercials and finally (6) some more 
analysis. In each category, we will first give the results for Sweden and Belgium and make 
some first observations. Then we will compare in more details the results for the two methods 
(adaptation/standardization) and the two countries (Belgium and Sweden). We will finish 
each dimension with a “some more analysis”, which presents results and observations which 
do not fit in the first two sections.  
. 
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1) Likeability 
 

A. Results 
 

The first observation we can make is that in terms of likeability, adapted commercials 
perform better than standardized ones among both young Swedes and Belgians. Indeed, the 
first question we asked them for both commercials about their appreciation, “How much do 
you like this commercial?” shows unsurprisingly that the adapted commercials (Expressen 
and Le Soir) are preferred. Looking at the results of this question, Expressen and Le Soir get 
better marks than the standardized one Coca-Cola, respectively 2.83 and 3.11 vs. 2.69 and 
2.87.  To assess their preference in a more general way, we asked them two questions, “How 
much do you like commercials such as…?” and “Which kind do you prefer?”. These 
questions did not concern the specific examples we chose but the two different methods, 
adaptation and standardization. We added other examples in the questions to be sure to be 
well understood and to give them a larger view about the methods. We can compare the 
different results of the first question while the second one gives us the information directly. 
Again adaptation performs better than standardization, both in Sweden and in Belgium. 
Adaptation gets 2.53 and 2.69 while standardization gets 2.14 and 2.56. Moreover 57% of the 
Swedes and 59% of the Belgians prefer adaptation.  
 
 

B. Adaptation-standardization comparison 
 
These answers to the first three questions are clearly in favour of adaptation, adapted 
commercials are preferred to standardized ones by our respondents. Young people seem to 
appreciate references to their culture. This seems to indicate that young people are still 
attached to their national culture, which seems to prove that globalization does not generate a 
total convergence of cultures and that young people still attach importance to their country of 
origin. 
 
However, this does not mean that the viewers are convinced by an adapted commercial or that 
they will buy the product, it simply means that they like such commercials. One could think 
that an enjoyed commercial would be more convincing and so more efficient to sell the 
product or improve the brand image but is it really true? We will examine the effectiveness of 
the commercials in the next part of the results and analyses. 
 
It appears that the advantage of adaptation is not as important as expected. As shown by our 
results, Even if the respondents prefer adapted commercials, it does not mean they do not like 
the standardized ones. Indeed, Coca-Cola obtains 2.69 and 2.87 to the question “How much 
do you like this commercial?”. It is less than Expressen and Le Soir but still clearly above the 
mean of 2.5. Furthermore, preferences of 57% and 59% for adapted commercials are short 
preferences. So standardized commercials are still appreciated, though less than adapted ones. 
Young people seem to appreciate standardized commercials as well. Adapting a commercial 
to the culture of the target would make it more appreciated by the audience but not in a very 
large measure. 
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C. Sweden-Belgium comparison 
 
To compare Belgians and Swedes we can say that the results are quite similar in both 
countries. The main difference concerns the likeability of standardization. Indeed, Belgians 
like standardized commercials more than Swedes do (with a difference of 0.42 between the 
two countries). However this difference is lower when asking the question specifically about 
the Coca-Cola commercial, which shows that a standardized commercial could be as 
appreciated in two countries. We can still conclude that standardized commercials are a bit 
more appreciated in Belgium than in Sweden because even if the difference is low it is still in 
favor of Belgium. It would be difficult to create a standardized commercial which will be very 
well appreciated in many countries. There will always be countries where the commercial will 
be a bit less appreciated due notably to the differences in cultures. As the commercial remains 
appreciated everywhere, this is not too serious for advertisers. It is here the case, the 
standardized commercial is still appreciated in both countries so standardization could be used 
for Sweden and Belgium. 
 
Concerning the adapted commercials, the results are also better in Belgium but the gap is 
really small and moreover influenced by the commercials that are not the same for both 
countries. So here we can hardly draw any conclusions.  
 
 

D. Some more analyses 
 
The tight results in terms of likeability between the two kinds of commercials are confirmed 
by the answers to the questions about more specific aspects like the characters or advertising 
theme. Indeed, in these cases, respondents even sometimes prefer the standardized 
commercial.  The characters featured in all commercials are appreciated in both Sweden and 
Belgium; their results go from 2.64 to 2.77. However we cannot say that either adapted or 
standardized characters are preferred. The Swedes prefer the adapted ones (with a little 
difference of 0.12) while Belgians prefer the standardized ones with an even smaller 
difference of 0.07. To summarize we could say that the characters are as liked in standardized 
as in adapted commercials. Characters do not absolutely need to be adapted. 
 
Swedish students find the standardized (2.7 vs. 2.59) advertising theme better than the 
adapted one while Belgian ones like it as much as the adapted one (2.94 vs. 2.96). This proves 
that standardized themes are appreciated by young people and so it would not be really useful 
for advertisers to try adapting them to specific national features. In fact more than the fact to 
be preferred to the adapted one (which could happen because the adapted commercial is really 
bad for example) it is the result of this standardized commercial, close to three, which is 
important. It means that it is possible to create a commercial whose theme will be appreciated 
in two different countries. 
 

2) Effectiveness  
 
 
In terms of effectiveness, the comparison between standardized and adapted commercials is 
more complicated because effectiveness contains several aspects. A unique commercial can 
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hardly be effective in every sector, catching the attention, having a big impact, convincing the 
viewers, giving them the feeling of being concerned, improving the brand knowledge to 
mention only a few. We believe that Expressen, Le Soir and Coca-Cola commercials have a 
quite simple goal: present or remind the brand to the audience in an agreeable way for 
viewers. So, all these commercials should be efficient in the same sectors, which seems to be 
corroborated by the tight results. All the aspects mentioned above were addressed in different 
questions. Catching the attention: “how much does catch your attention”; having a big 
impact:”which kind has the most impact on you”; convincing the viewers: “after seeing the 
commercial do you think that … is a good …”, “how much does it make you feel like buying 
the product” and “which kind convinces you most”; giving the feeling of being concerned: 
“how much do you feel concerned”; and improving the brand knowledge: “how better is your 
brand knowledge after seeing this commercial”. In the following section, we will deal with 
each aspect in turn before making more general statements. 
 
We also tried to more specifically assess the effectiveness of the message. The message 
impact analysis is quite problematic because it is clear that the commercial has a lot of 
influences in this part. It is difficult to compare the two countries (at least for the adapted 
ones) and to conclude with general interpretations. However, within each country, the 
comparison between adaptation and standardization remains possible. 
 
 

A. Results 
 
Both adapted commercials catch their viewers’ attention more than the standardized one (2.83 
and 3 vs. 2.72 and 2.77). Catching the attention of the audience is what both commercials do 
best and we can compare it with the main goal of these advertisements. According to these 
results, which give a short advantage  to adaptation, referring to adapted symbols, characters, 
scenes, etc. would be a way to better catch the attention of the target, at least if the target is 
composed of young people. Moreover, asking them more globally which kind of commercials 
has the most impact on them, 54% of the Swedes and 61% of the Belgians say the adapted 
one has more impact on them. It follows that referring to adapted symbols, characters, 
scenes,… would also be a way to have more impact on the audience. Nevertheless, the 
standardized commercial, though a bit less effective, manage to catch the attention of the 
majority of the audience too. Indeed 2.72 and 2.77 are good results, which are not way under 
2.85 and 3. 
 
So far, adapted commercials have the best results in both countries. However, the difference 
between the two methods is tight and, particularly in Sweden, the standardized commercial 
has the upper hand on the adapted one in important fields. The Swedish viewers feel more 
concerned by the standardized commercial (Coca-Cola) (1.74 vs. 1.55) and, something 
perhaps even more important, 57% are more convinced by this kind of commercial. This 
observation is confirmed by the questions “How much does it make you feel like buying the 
product?” and “After seeing this commercial, do you think that Coca-Cola/Expressen is a 
good soft drink/newspaper?” which show that the Coca-Cola commercial is much more 
effective in this area (1.98 vs. 1.49 and 2.12 vs. 1.73). The convincing power of a commercial 
is essential for advertisers but we must remain cautious because of the low scores we have in 
these cases. 1.98 is better than 1.52 but is still rather bad and 2.13 is slightly better but still not 
very good. The same remark can also be made for the result just above. These functions are 
not really the ones of our selected commercials, even if making the audience feel like buying 
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the product was for us also a goal of our selected commercials. In Belgium, the Coca-Cola 
commercial performs better than the adapted one in only two fields: making the viewer feel 
like buying the product (2.41 vs. 2.1) and making him/her think the brand is good (2.31 vs. 
2.24). However, by contrast to Sweden, the Belgian viewers feel more concerned by the 
adapted commercial than by the standardized one (2.43 vs. 2.14); furthermore 56% of them 
are better convinced by it. Another difference with Sweden is that in all these cases, the 
results are better in Belgium for both methods and especially for the adapted commercial. It 
seems that the Belgian adapted commercial performs better than its Swedish counterpart. Of 
course the commercials chosen for the experiment have an influence on the results and make 
comparison difficult, especially for the adapted commercials since they are not the same in 
both countries. 
 
All the commercials get low scores in terms of improvement of the brand knowledge in both 
countries. In Sweden, the two commercials score around 1.4 (1.38 vs. 1.45) while in Belgium 
the adapted commercial is slightly above (1.94 vs. 1.66). It is clear that every commercial 
does not necessarily provide information about brands and products. Besides, it goes without 
saying that a brand like Coca cola is already so well-known worldwide that it needn’t be 
presented anymore. We cannot conclude that adaptation helps to improve the brand’s 
knowledge of the audience.  

 
 

B. Adaptation-standardization comparison 
 
The only two sectors where we can conclude that adapted commercials are more effective are 
those of catching the attention of the audience and having impact on it. The results of the 
adapted commercials for these two functions are indeed better than those of the standardized 
commercial in both countries. 
 
In Sweden, the standardized commercial seems to be at least as effective as the adapted one 
and maybe even more performing, especially in order to convince young Swedes and to make 
them feel concerned. Indeed, except for the two questions examined just above, namely “how 
much does it catch your attention” and “which one has the most impact on you” the 
standardized commercial beats the adapted one in all sectors; convincing the viewers, giving 
them the feeling of being concerned and improving the brand knowledge.     
    

In Belgium the adapted commercial remains the best one except in two fields, “how much 
does it make you feel like buying the product?” and “do you think that… is a good…?” 
However the advantage for the adapted commercial is small and is probably due to the fact 
that the Belgian adapted commercial is more effective than the Swedish one. Despite being 
second, the standardized commercial has even better results in Belgium than in Sweden.  
 
We can say from these results that adapting does not always make commercials more 
effective, especially in terms of making a young audience feel like buying the product and 
making it think the product is a good one. In these two sectors, the standardized commercial 
is indeed better in both countries. The very tight results in the other sectors also show that 
adaptation is not necessary to convince Swedish and Belgian students and that these can be 
persuaded by standardized advertisements and messages. It also proves that young Swedes 
and Belgians can feel concerned by standardized commercials and thus by more general 
themes. It is not necessary to use adapted situations to make them feel concerned by an 
advertisement.  
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We will now analyze more specifically the message’s impact. In Sweden, the adapted 
message is understood more easily (1.41 vs. 1.59, the result is lower but the question was 
about the difficulty to understand the message), more credible (2.07 vs. 1.9) but less 
persuasive (1.77 vs. 1.90). In Belgium, the adapted message is perceived as more difficult 
(1.98 vs. 1.66), more credible (2.05 vs. 1.86) and more persuasive (2.17 vs. 1.95). The results 
for the credibility are the same for both countries, so adapting a commercial (referring to 
adapted symbols, scenes, characters, etc.) would help to make the message be more credible. 
By contrast, the other results are not the same in Sweden and Belgium, so adapting a 
commercial does not automatically imply and easier comprehension and more persuasion. 
Moreover, the question “How much do characters close to you help you understand the 
message?” gets quite low results in both Sweden (2.11) and Belgium (2.22). This shows that 
adapted characters contribute to the comprehension of the message but not in a very high 
measure. 
 
With the contradictory results about the persuasion of the two commercials, we cannot 
conclude that adapting the message would make it more convincing. Indeed, in Sweden the 
adapted message is less persuasive. Moreover, one could think that an easy and credible 
message should be persuasive. This is not confirmed at all here. Both in Sweden and in 
Belgium, the easier the message is, the less convincing it is. As concerns the link between 
credibility and persuasion, we get one positive link in Belgium and one negative link in 
Sweden. This shows that advertisers can be more persuasive with a message more difficult to 
understand but also less credible.  
 
 

C. Sweden-Belgium comparison 
 

We can say that the standardized commercial performs better in Belgium than in Sweden. 
Without taking the percentage answers into account (as they are influenced by the other 
national commercial) the Coca-Cola commercial has better results for every question in 
Belgium. But at the same time the Belgian adapted commercial performs better than its 
Swedish counterpart with an even bigger difference. Moreover the adapted commercials being 
different, they are hardly comparable. Conclusions are here very difficult to make. We could 
maybe conclude that standardization is more effective in Belgium than in Sweden but at the 
same time adaptation seems to be more effective in Belgium. We can say the same as for the 
likeability of standardized commercials. It is difficult to create a standardized commercial that 
is very effective in many countries. There will always be countries where the commercial will 
be a bit less effective. If the commercial remains effective in every country, this is not too 
much of a problem for advertisers and they can use standardization. 
 
In the message analysis, the most interesting thing to note is that the standardized commercial, 
Coca-Cola, has almost the same results in the three questions concerning the message in both 
countries. Indeed, the difficulty of comprehension, 1.59 and 1.66; its credibility, 1.90 and 
1.86; and how it convinces viewers, 1.90 and 1.95. We can therefore say that the young 
people from different countries understand the message in the same way. Its difficulty, 
credibility and persuasion are also almost the same. Concerning the adapted ones the 
comparison between countries is, as we said, almost impossible and we will not make it here.  
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D. Some more analyses 
 
The fact that standardization is as effective as adaptation on the audience studied in this thesis 
with, admittedly, some variation of effectiveness, shows that the target group formed by 
Swedish and Belgian university students aged 18 to 27 is a group that is well suited to the use 
of standardization. This confirms that the youth, people with high levels of education and 
people with a good knowledge of English are groups that can be approached with 
standardized commercials. So Young Swedes and Belgians would have similarities on which 
standardized commercials could be built. In the next sections of this study, we will analyze 
the two cultures in relation with advertising to identify differences and similarities. 
 

3) Relative importance of different ways to adapt a commercial 
 

A. Results 
 
We also studied the importance of adaptation and of the different ways to do it. Results show 
that of the different elements we considered specific to an adapted commercial (i.e. use of the 
mother tongue, clear references to the national, use of daily life situations or of characters 
close to the audience), daily life situations (with a score of 2.24) are the most important for 
Swedes whereas references to culture (with a score of 2.8) come first for Belgians. This is 
confirmed by the question “Does a commercial convince you most if it makes reference to 
your own culture?”, which gets 2.56 in Belgium. Here are the rest of the results for both 
countries. In Sweden, making references to Swedish culture ranks second (2.07). This is 
confirmed by the question “Does a commercial convince you more if it makes reference to 
your own culture?”, which obtained the score of 2.16 in Sweden. The use of characters close 
to them comes third (1.94) while the use of Swedish (1.64) comes last. The situation is a bit 
different in Belgium but only concerning the first two places that are inversed. Indeed, the 
daily life situations come second (2.48), immediately followed by characters (2.42) and the 
mother tongue (2.32).  
 
All these scores are rather low, especially for young Swedes whose scores are always under 
the 2.5 mean. Moreover, except for daily life situations, the modes obtained for other three 
adaptation elements (language, culture and characters) are always “not at all”, which means 
that the most frequent answer was “not at all”. This enables us to conclude that the different 
kinds of adaptation are not viewed as important by young Swedes. The scores for Belgium are 
higher, some being slightly above the mean and others slightly below.  
 

B. Belgium-Sweden comparison 
 
Young Belgians consider elements of adaptation in a commercial more important than 
Swedes do. They regard them as quite important but not as extremely important whereas 
adaptation is not important for young Swedes. It follows from these results that adaptation 
seems to be a better strategy for advertisers to use in Belgium (Wallonia) than in Sweden. But 
we can see here a kind of contradiction because Belgians seem to be more “critical” of 
standardized commercials in that the absence of adaptation seems to be perceived as a bad 
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thing when considering these results, and yet the Coca-Cola commercial obtains better results 
in Belgium.  
 
 

C. Some more analyses 
 

Our results show that adaptation is not as important for young people. Indeed, they are in 
favour of standardization as the characteristics which could have been very difficult to 
introduce in standardized commercials do not appear to be important to students. However, 
we cannot say that adaptation is not important at all. The results for adapted commercials 
showed that young Swedes and Belgians somehow appreciated adaptation to their culture. 
Moreover scores above 2 are still good. Some elements like references to daily life and 
culture are worth considering by advertisers. In other words, if advertisers want to resort to 
adaptation, they should concentrate on reference to the daily life or culture of young students, 
as these seem to be the most effective elements. To benefit from the advantages of adaptation 
in terms of likeability and effectiveness seen before and satisfy the part of the audience fond 
of references to their daily life or culture, an intermediate method between complete 
adaptation and complete standardization, standardization with a minimum of adaptation, 
could reveal the best choice for advertisers. 
 
It is also noteworthy that the use of Swedish only has a score of 1.64, which is really low 
compared to the other elements. This may be surprising but could be explained by the fact 
that Swedes are used to watching movies, series and other programmes in English. Swedes 
are also reputed for their linguistic ability, which is not the case of Belgians (and especially of 
Walloons), who are used to TV programmes in French and for whom adaptations in their 
language is more important (2.32), albeit far from being essential. Translating English 
commercials into Swedish does not seem to be necessary while translating them into French 
for French-speakers could improve the performance of the commercial even though it is not 
absolutely necessary.  
 
It is important to say that we have a sample of respondents who consider themselves 
internationally-minded. Indeed, we asked them to rate how internationally-minded they 
consider themselves and we obtained 3.22 for Swedes and 3.06 for Belgians. We think that 
the importance of the mother tongue would not rank last in a less internationally-minded 
public. This is why we examined the mother tongue importance in relation with their answers 
to the question on their degree of “international-mindedness”. Clearly, the more 
internationally-minded the respondents consider themselves, the less important the mother 
tongue is. In Belgium, the mother tongue importance steadily declines with the feeling of 
international-mindedness, 2.71; 2.43 and 1.91 (we did not include those people who consider 
themselves as “not at all internationally minded” because there were only 3 of them). In 
Sweden, this trend is less obvious but the results for the importance of the mother tongue are 
always very low; so it is more difficult to see real differences. We can still note that those 
who consider themselves as very internationally-minded have a score of 1.63 which is very 
low. However, people and especially the youth become more and more international. People 
are able to speak foreign languages and especially English. The little importance of the 
mother tongue will probably increase with time.  
 
Trying to compare the importance of the three other kinds of adaptation with the degree of 
internationalization of respondents, it is more difficult to conclude that the more international 
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respondents feel, the less important adaptation is for them. The majority of young Belgians 
consider it quite important that a commercial makes reference to their culture whatever their 
feeling of internationalization is, which confirms that it is important for them. The importance 
of daily life situations and characters close to the audience in commercials increases when 
young Belgians are less internationally-minded but in a very short measure. 
 
The rather low importance of adaptation and the results about how internationally-minded 
young Swedes and Belgians consider themselves also show that both Swedes and Belgians 
feel like global citizens and not only like inhabitants of their country. This confirms the 
globalization phenomenon and the convergence of cultures, which makes standardization 
easier because young people from Belgium and Sweden are open to other cultures and are 
certainly aware of news from all over the world. They will be interested in standardized 
themes, which are more global, and standardized commercials will be effective with young 
audience. 
 

4) Cultural distance between adapted and standardized 

commercials and the youth 
 

A. Results 
 
We tried to measure how close respondents felt to the characters and advertising themes of 
the adapted and standardized commercials they watched. Here results for Sweden and 
Belgium are quite different. Swedish respondents feel distant from both characters and 
advertising theme. Even if they feel closer to the adapted commercial (1.67 vs. 1.66 for the 
theme and 1.82 to 1.70 for the characters), the difference remains small. In this case, the 
purpose of adaptation, i.e. be closer to the audience, does not seem to be reached by the 
adapted commercial. This is another argument for standardization. Concerning the adapted 
commercial, Belgian respondents feel quite distant from both advertising theme and 
characters (2.34 for the theme and 2.31 for the characters) but still closer than Swedes. 
Belgians also feel slightly closer to the standardized commercial than Swedes do (1.95 for the 
theme and 1.86 for the characters). This difference in the results between the adapted and the 
standardized commercial is more important than in Sweden, so the purpose of adaptation is 
better –though not perfectly-achieved as the distance between the adapted commercial and the 
audience remains important. This being said, the fact that viewers may feel distant from a 
standardized commercial (at least from the one we chose) is not necessarily a problem if the 
commercial is effective in the other fields. However, adapting a commercial does not 
automatically create closer relation between viewers and the commercial, which makes 
adaptation unnecessary. 
 
We also wanted to measure how people from different countries and cultures, Swedes and 
Belgians, perceive the same standardized commercial and if this standardized commercial is 
more adapted to one of the two cultures. In order to assess these perceptions, we asked them 
to rate how well the Coca-Cola commercial depicted a number of values. We could also have 
done it for the adapted commercials but we already knew that respondents would have 
identified values typical to their own cultures as these commercials are adapted to their 
cultures and comparisons between would have been impossible. 
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Interestingly, the standardized commercial is not perceived in the same way by young Swedes 
and Belgians. Some values are more perceived by the Swedish respondents: ambition (2.88 
vs. 2.05), hierarchy (2.03 vs. 1.81), authority (1.86 vs. 1.41), machismo (1.61 vs. 1.33), 
security (2.2 vs.1.89), and individualism (2.52 vs. 1.85). Other values are more identified by 
the Belgian viewers: egalitarianism (1.92 vs. 1.72). Finally the remaining values are perceived 
in the same proportion by both nationalities: success (2.75 vs. 2.86), risk (1.57 vs. 1.55), 
uncertainty (1.45 vs. 1.38), freedom (2.58 vs. 2.74), and family (2.25 vs. 2.08). These 
different perceptions between young Swedes and Belgians make it difficult to link the 
commercial with a specific culture.  
 
The results enable us to conclude that a commercial will not be seen and interpreted in the 
same way in different countries. First, it shows that advertisers creating a standardized 
commercial have to pay attention to the possibly different interpretations that could be made 
by people from different countries, even by young people who are thought to constitute a 
more uniform group all over the world. This is an argument against standardization because 
one of the advantages of standardization, the creation of the same brand image in every 
country, will not always be achieved. Indeed, the commercial reflects the brand image. If 
viewers understand the commercial in different ways they will also have a different image for 
the brand. 
 
Comparing the values identified in the commercial with the values characteristic of the 
countries’ cultures in Hofstede’s dimensions, we made an interesting observation. For each 
dimension, Swedish and Belgian respondents better identify values that are in opposition with 
their culture. Swedes, who have a much more feminine culture, perceive masculine values 
(e.g. ambition, machismo) better than Belgians. Swedes strongly perceive high power 
distance values (e.g. hierarchy, authority) and Belgians low power distance values (e.g. 
egalitarianism) whereas Swedes have a much lower power distance culture. Swedes perceive 
high uncertainty avoidance values (security) more than Belgians even though they have a 
much lower uncertainty avoidance culture than Belgians. Finally, except for individualism, 
results for collectivistic (family) and individualistic values (freedom) are quite the same for 
Swedes and Belgians and both countries have an individualistic culture. In the light of these 
observations, advertisers should be very cautious when making standardized commercial. 
Indeed, viewers point out the elements that do not correspond to their habits. This is not 
surprising because they do not notice things that seem natural to them. One could say that this 
is an argument against standardization. As viewers are more attentive to elements which 
disturb their habits, the risk of giving an image which does not fit with the culture is greater 
than expected.  
 
 

B. Sweden-Belgium comparison 
 

Comparing the scores obtained by the Swedish and Belgian adapted commercials is once 
more impossible or useless as the commercials are different. We saw that the Belgian adapted 
commercial performs better than the Swedish one. However, it would be far too easy to say 
that adaptation allows being closer to viewers in Belgium than in Sweden. Comparing the 
results for the standardized commercial in the two countries is more interesting and certainly 
more reliable. Young Belgians feel closer to the Coca-Cola commercial than young Swedes 
do. Standardization seems to be more performing in this area in Belgium than in Sweden. It 
would be easier for advertisers to create a standardized commercial close to young Belgians 
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than to young Swedes. Needless to say, this can be due to many factors like, for example, who 
created the commercial.  This finding, together with the next one concerning the different 
values identified by Swedish and Belgian respondents, also shows that there remain 
differences between the Swedish and the Belgian cultures. Indeed, young Swedes and 
Belgians do not perceive the same distance between them and the standardized commercial 
and do not see the same values in it. This demonstrates that cultural convergence is certainly 
not completed and that it remains difficult to standardize advertising and be certain to reach 
the same result in different countries.  
 

5) Expectations towards commercials 
 

A. Results 
 

In order to identify differences and similarities between Swedish and Belgian students in 
terms of expectations from a good commercial that could be seen as effective, especially a 
well-adapted commercial, we can use the results from our first questionnaire. First, our 
respondents rated the importance of fun, information, national features and creativity in an 
adapted commercial. Results show that young Swedes find it very important for an adapted 
commercial to be funny and creative (3.39 for fun and 3.23 for creativity). Information is 
important for them (2.86). National features are not so important (2.1). Young Belgians also 
consider creativity very important (3.41). Fun is also important (2.93) but less so than for the 
Swedes. Information is a bit more important than in Sweden (3.1). The main difference 
concerns the national features, which are considered a lot more important in Belgium, 2.98 in 
Belgium while it is only 2.1 in Sweden. Results show that the expectations of young Swedes 
and Belgian are not so different. Developing a creative, funny and informative commercial 
would be a way for an advertiser to satisfy both Swedes and Belgians. The advertiser would 
in this case create a standardized commercial but that would still be adapted to both countries, 
at least to their young population.  
 
Second, our respondents ranked different elements (message, advertising theme, 
language/way of speaking/words, background scene and characters) according to their relative 
importance in the adaptation process. Swedes consider the message as the most important 
thing to adapt. Language and characters come together in second position. They are followed 
by the advertising theme. According to Swedes, the background scene is the least important 
element to adapt. Belgians rank the language as the most important element to adapt. The 
message is also considered important, more so than the advertising theme and characters. The 
background scene is also given as the least important element to adapt. We do not provide the 
exact figures here because as there are five possibilities of answer instead of four, the scores 
are not comparable. However these results are available in the appendices. These results show 
that the expectations of young Swedes and Belgians towards a well adapted commercial are 
quite similar. Of course, it does not mean that every element could be standardized as the 
elements would be different, that is adapted to Sweden or Belgium. But as the least important 
elements to adapt appear to be the same in both countries, advertisers could standardize them: 
these are the background scene, advertising theme and characters. Advertisers could 
concentrate on the adaptation of the elements considered to be important by the audience: the 
message and language. That language is regarded here as important to adapt may seem 
slightly contradictory with our previous results. But this is because the questions were asked 
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differently. Here language is considered a key element to adapt in order to make a culturally 
well adapted commercial whereas in previous results language was described as unimportant 
for effectiveness whatever the type of commercial. So both perspectives must be taken into 
account by advertisers, but it seems that language adaptation is not essential to please young 
Swedish and Belgian audiences 
 

B. Sweden-Belgium comparison 
 

The most important difference is that young Belgians consider it important that a commercial 
contains features of Belgium whereas it is not really important for young Swedes. Advertisers 
should make national features appear in Belgian commercials, which would make it difficult 
to standardize them for Sweden. But outside this difference, expectations of young Swedes 
and Belgians are quite similar and it seems possible to create a standardized commercial that 
would satisfy and would be effective with both audiences. 
 

C. Some more analyses 
 
In this and the two previous sections, we identified similarities and differences between the 
young Swedish and Belgian cultures. The differences show that the group formed by young 
Swedes and Belgians is not totally homogeneous. So, cultural convergence is far from being 
completed. Will cultural convergence continue to operate in the coming years or is it finished, 
we can hardly answer this question. However, to date, there are already enough similarities 
between young Swedes and Belgians on which standardized commercials can be created. This 
confirms that standardization does not require completely homogeneous populations, only a 
few similarities can be enough. We will more elaborate this topic in the discussion. 
 
 

6) Some more analyses 
 

A. Comparison of often seen, seen a few times, and never seen  
 
Having asked respondents to say if they had seen the commercials or not, we can compare 
their answers. Results are quite interesting and similar in both countries and for both methods. 
It is noteworthy that in both Sweden and in Belgium the more often respondents had seen a 
commercial, the more they liked it, the more they are convinced by it, the more it makes them 
feel like buying the product and the less difficult to understand the message is. So the 
likeability (appreciation) and the effectiveness of both adapted and standardized commercials 
would improve when people see it several times. Clearly, potential customers must be 
repeatedly exposed to commercials for them to be appreciated and effective. Advertisers 
should make sure that commercials will have a high frequency enough among the target 
audience. 
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B. Male-female respondents comparison  
 
It can also be interesting to compare the results according to the gender of our respondents. In 
Sweden, as already mentioned, males and females as a whole prefer the adapted commercial 
(Expressen). Looking at the results separately, both male and female respondents prefer the 
adapted commercial but, compared to female, male respondents have a greater preference for 
Expressen. This difference is quite important, 62% of male versus 54% of female respondents 
prefer the Expressen commercial to the Coca-Cola commercial. Inversely, 46% of women 
prefer Coca-Cola for only 38% of men. The preference of women for adapted commercials is 
very small. In fact, it is even disproved by their answers to the question asking how much 
they like the two commercials, where women appear to prefer Coca-Cola to Expressen (2.78 
vs. 2.74). Therefore, it would be more exact to say that they like both without preference. For 
men, it is completely different. They clearly prefer Expressen (3 vs. 2.55), though they still 
like the standardized one. Belgian results are pretty much the same. Answering the question 
which kind they prefer, both male and female respondents prefer the adapted commercial but 
the difference is that 65% of men prefer Le Soir commercial to the Coca Cola one, for only 
55% of women. These figures indicate that women have no real preference and appreciate 
both adapted and standardized commercials since the results about the selected commercials 
give a small advantage to the standardized commercial (2.82 for Le Soir and 2.88 for Coca 
Cola). By contrast, men seem to prefer the adapted commercial (Le Soir) even if they also like 
the standardized one (3.42 vs. 2.87). Finally, we can note that the standardized commercial 
has almost the same result with men and women and in both countries, which shows that it is 
well standardized for both cultures and both genders. By contrast, adapted commercials obtain 
better results with men.  
 
In conclusion, we can say that, in both countries, men have a preference for adaptation 
whereas women like standardization as much as adaptation. As a result, adaptation should 
perhaps only be used by advertisers when the target is mainly composed of men. However, 
the fact that adapted commercials are more liked by men than by women may be due to the 
commercials chosen. They are perhaps designed for a male audience. In Sweden, we have a 
special commercial, featuring two men in a sauna, which may appeal less to a female 
audience. In addition, this is a commercial for a newspaper and newspapers are mainly read 
by men. So we could imagine that the commercial is designed to appeal to men more than to 
women. Men being the main target, it would be normal that they should like the commercial 
better than women. 
 
The comparison between male and female answers about the effectiveness of commercials 
shows no clear difference. The results described earlier for men and women as a whole can be 
associated to both genders, which is to say that for each sector of effectiveness, the 
commercial that performs better for the whole sample performs better for both male and 
female samples and nearly in the same proportion. In conclusion, the gender of the target 
audience does not need to be taken into account by advertisers when choosing the method 
(adaption or standardization) they will use concerning the effectiveness of the commercial.  
There is still one big exception. In Belgium, the adapted commercial has more impact on the 
female audience whereas the standardized commercial has much more impact on the male 
audience. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

 

1) Summary of our results and analyses answering our purpose 

 
The first purpose of the study was to assess the cultures of young Swedes and Belgians while 
concentrating on advertising on TV: their expectations towards commercials, their 
perceptions of commercials and their reactions seeing them. Due to globalization these 
cultural aspects are expected to converge. Indeed many things should have become similar in 
Belgium and Sweden since these two countries have been experiencing globalization for some 
time now. Cultural similarities and the openness to other cultures triggered by globalization 
should help advertisers in their efforts to standardize advertising campaigns. Our results 
enabled us to identify both differences and similarities between young Swedes and Belgians. 
We will start with similarities, the cultural aspects that allow for more standardization. 
 
First, we studied the relative importance of different elements we considered specific to an 
adapted commercial. These elements are: the use of the mother tongue, references to the local 
culture, daily life situations or characters close to viewers. These elements of adaptation are 
not considered really important by either Swedes or Belgians. Indeed, all scores are very low,   
particularly in Sweden where, except for daily life situations, the three modes obtained are 
“not at all”. A rather surprising finding is the extremely low importance of the mother tongue. 
In Sweden it is the least important element, while in Belgium it is the last but one element. 
We think that our “internationally-minded” sample can explain this; importance of the mother 
tongue would probably be greater for less internationally-minded people. Indeed, our results 
show that the more internationally minded the respondents consider themselves, the less 
important the mother tongue is. A first finding of this survey is that the most important 
elements of adaptation are daily life situations in Sweden, and references to the culture in 
Belgium. This is clearly in favour of standardization, first because elements of adaptation do 
not seem to be really important for young Swedes and Belgians, second because there is a 
consensus in the two nationalities and third because these elements would have been almost 
impossible to introduce in standardized commercials. If advertisers still want to introduce 
culturally adapted elements, references to daily life situations or to the national culture could 
be a good choice since they are the most important to adapt in both countries. 
 
Second, the results about how internationally-minded young Swedes and Belgians consider 
themselves also show that both Swedes and Belgians feel like global citizens and not only like 
inhabitants of their countries. This makes standardization easier because young people from 
Belgium and Sweden are open to other cultures and are certainly aware of news from all over 
the world. They will be interested in standardized themes that are more global and, 
standardized commercials will be effective with this young audience. 
 
Third, young Swedes and Belgians appear to have almost the same expectations towards a 
good commercial. Both want a creative, funny and informative commercial. The only 
difference is that Belgians would prefer to find some national features in it. This makes it 
easier for advertisers to create a standardized commercial that would satisfy both nationalities. 
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Swedes consider that the most important thing to adapt is the message followed by the 
language and the characters, the advertising theme comes last but one and the background 
scene comes last. Belgians rank language as most important even though the message is also 
considered important. These results also show that Swedes and Belgians have roughly the 
same expectations towards a well adapted commercial. It does not mean that advertisers could 
standardize all the elements but the least important elements can certainly be standardized. 
They could concentrate adaptation on the most important elements, the message and language 
and thus use an intermediate strategy, standardization with a tinge of adaptation. 
 
In the message analysis, the most interesting thing to note is that the standardized commercial, 
Coca-Cola, obtains almost the same scores in the three questions (ease of comprehension, 
credibility, how it convinced viewers) concerning the message in both countries. This enables 
us to conclude that the young people from different countries understand the message in the 
same way, which means that if a standardized advertising message is effective in a European 
country, it will be effective in every European country. This should also allow companies to 
create a uniform brand image concerning the message, but, as explained below, there remain 
differences in the viewers’ perception of values conveyed by a commercial. 
 
Beside all the similarities that facilitate standardization, there are still differences that show 
that the different European cultures haven’t completely become similar. 
 
First, young Belgians feel closer to the standardized commercial than young Swedes. We 
could say that standardization works better in Belgium. The different distance between the 
commercial and the audience shows that the Swedish and Belgian cultures are different and 
that it is difficult to position a standardized commercial in the same way in two different 
countries. 
 
Another problematic aspect of standardization is that people from different countries and 
culture may not perceive the same standardized commercial in the same way. A key finding 
of this survey is that viewers particularly notice elements that do not fit with their culture. It 
can be a problem for standardization and advertisers should be aware of this. Indeed, one of 
the goals of standardization is to create the same brand image, and different perceptions could 
make it impossible. 
 
The only major difference in expectations is that Belgians would prefer to have some national 
features in commercials, which makes standardization difficult. This is confirmed by another 
question which shows that references to the national culture were regarded by Belgians as 
important in an adapted commercial. As said before, Belgians consider the elements of 
adaptation more important than Swedes, which seems to indicate that adaptation may not have 
the same importance in both countries. Thus, despite its negligible importance in some 
countries, adaptation can be more necessary in others. This makes it difficult for advertisers to 
use standardization everywhere. Young Belgians also appear a bit less internationally-minded 
than young Swedes. Nevertheless, it appears from our results that the standardized 
commercial (Coca-Cola) is more liked and more effective in Belgium than in Sweden. The 
standardized commercial also manages to be closer to Belgians than to Swedes. So it is 
difficult to conclude that it is more important for advertisers to adapt commercials in Belgium 
since standardized commercials also work very well in this country. This is in relation with 
the third goal of our thesis, i.e. bring to light differences between countries for the necessity to 
use adaptation. Obviously, there are countries that will require more adaptation or closer 
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attention to cultural specificities since we get different results for the two countries concerned 
by our study. 
 
From all the cultural aspects of advertising we clearly see that cultural differences still exist 
between the young from Sweden and Belgium. We cannot speak about a complete 
homogenization and a single European culture. This means that the young Europeans cannot 
be considered a totally homogeneous market in terms of how advertisers have to target them. 
Advertisers will still have to pay attention to the cultural specificities of the countries when 
creating a commercial. However, we identified similarities that could serve as the basis of 
standardized commercials for the two countries and perhaps also for the remainder of 
European countries.  Moreover, young Swedes and Belgians consider themselves 
internationally-minded, which should also facilitate standardization. Every young Swede and 
Belgian is informed of worldwide events and curious about global problems like global 
warming. Those global events and problems could serve as standardized themes. Moreover, 
being internationally-minded and well informed of news from all over the world, young 
Swedes and Belgians know other cultures and are used to being in contact with them (at least 
through the media), so they will not be surprised to see something different from their habits 
and cultures and will probably like and understand the message of these culturally different 
commercials. 
 
The second and main purpose of our study was to assess the effectiveness of standardized and 
adapted commercials on young Swedes and Belgians. We identified strengths and weaknesses 
for each method. We will start with the positive aspects of adaptation. 
 
The first thing that is clear is that adapted commercials are preferred to standardized ones. 
This is confirmed by three questions and is valid in both countries. However, that 
standardized commercials are not preferred does not mean that they are not liked. Results 
show that they are appreciated. Moreover are we sure that an enjoyable commercial will 
improve the target’s awareness of the brand and will increase sales of the brand? We do not 
think it will be the case and our results show that the standardized commercial, tough less 
appreciated than the adapted one, is at least as effective. Our results about the effectiveness of 
the two methods vary according to the different functions of commercials but are always very 
tight. 
 
Adaptation appears to have the upper hand in some purposes of commercials. Adapted 
commercials, for example, have a bigger impact on viewers. This is confirmed by a general 
question and our selected examples which show that adapted commercials better catch 
viewers’ attention. Referring to adapted symbols, characters, scenes, etc. would thus be a way 
to better catch the attention of the target, at least if the target is composed of young people. 
Nevertheless, the standardized commercial, though a bit less effective, also manages to catch 
the attention of the majority of the audience. Moreover, in light of our results, it appears that 
adapting a commercial (e.g. referring to adapted symbols, scenes, characters, etc.) would help 
to make the message more credible in both Belgium and Sweden. Obviously, the results we 
obtained are influenced by the commercial selection but most of the time they are confirmed 
by the more general question; so we can consider them as valid. 
 
From our results, Belgians seem to more like standardized commercials than Swedes. That 
was part of the contradiction we evoked earlier. Indeed, in the part “likeability”, the 
standardized commercial performs better in Belgian than in Sweden where scores are always 
lower. Moreover, we can say that the standardized commercial is more effective in Belgium 
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than in Sweden. Without taking the percentage answers into account (they are influenced by 
the other national commercial), the Coca-Cola commercial has better results for every 
question about effectiveness in Belgium. These results go against standardization because 
they show it is difficult to create a commercial that would be appreciated and very effective in 
several countries. There will always be countries where the standardized commercial would 
be less performing as it is difficult to satisfy every culture at the same time. 
 
We also identified many aspects in favour of standardization. 
 
In more specific aspects of commercials, standardized ones are well appreciated and the 
difference between standardization and adaptation does not exist anymore. Indeed, characters, 
for example, are as liked in standardized ones as in adapted ones. The standardized 
advertising theme is even preferred by both Swedes and Belgians and really liked (a grade of 
almost 3). This shows that young Swedes and Belgians really can appreciate a standardized 
commercial. 
 
In terms of effectiveness, many scores are in favour of standardization. Swedes, for example, 
find the standardized commercial more convincing than the adapted one, and the persuasion 
power of commercials is certainly one of the main objectives of advertisers. This is confirmed 
by 4 questions. The adapted commercial broadcasted in Belgium still has higher scores than 
the one in Sweden. This shows that adapting does not automatically bring about better 
effectiveness (catching viewers’ attention, having a big impact, convincing viewers, giving 
them the feeling of being concerned and improving their brand knowledge). Indeed, Swedish 
and Belgian students are persuaded and feel concerned by standardized commercials.  
 
The contradictory results between Sweden and Belgium for comprehension and persuasion 
show that we cannot say that adapting a commercial does automatically entail easier 
comprehension and better persuasion since the results are not the same in both countries. 
More specifically, adapting characters seems still to make easier the comprehension but not a 
lot. 
 
Finally, we wanted to know how close to the different commercials our respondents felt. In 
fact, Swedes just feel a little bit closer to the adapted commercial than to the standardized one. 
Belgian respondents also feel closer to the adapted one but the difference between the two is 
more important than in Sweden. The goal of adaptation seems to be better achieved in 
Belgium, however respondents still do not feel really close to the adapted commercial and the 
difference is still small. The main observation is probably that respondents from both 
countries feel distant from the standardized commercial, which is expected, and that 
adaptation does not necessarily imply a closer relation. The advantage of adapted 
commercials that is to better fit the audience seems very small towards a young European 
audience. 
 
From our comparison of the two advertising methods, we identified some aspects where 
adaptation appeared to be more effective and others where it was the contrary. But all the 
scores for the effectiveness of both methods were very tight. All our findings about the 
preferred advertising method showed that adapted commercials were more appreciated than 
standardized ones. However, the difference was not that big. This enables us to conclude that 
the standardization strategy does not appear to be less effective than adaptation and is only 
slightly less appreciated. Therefore, standardization, thanks to its advantages, seems to be the 
most appropriate strategy for a young European audience. An intermediate strategy involving 
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a few adaptations could also be used in order to get the advantages of adaptation but 
adaptation should remain limited, for it does not bring much to the performance of the 
commercial.  
 
Standardization seems to be the best method to use when targeting a young European 
audience. So it is possible to create an effective standardized commercial even if the targeted 
audience is not totally culturally homogeneous. However, it does not mean that every 
standardized commercial will be effective with this audience. Indeed, both Swedish and 
Belgian cultures still have their own peculiarities which have to be respected by advertisers. 
So advertisers still have to take into account the remaining cultural peculiarities of each 
country when creating a standardized commercial. Advertisers should use the cultural 
similarities when creating standardized commercials..  
 
More reasons for using standardization are that the young Belgian market is small and even 
more so if we limit it to young Walloons. The young Swedish market is larger but not that 
much. So these markets are not worth resorting to adaption since it does not bring much for 
the high costs it generates. 
 
Standardization could even become the most appropriate strategy in more and more target 
groups in the future if these groups keep converging thanks to globalization and if these 
markets undergo the same integration process as the European market. As seen, target groups 
do not need to be totally homogeneous for being suitable for standardization what also should 
help standardization to develop faster. We will talk more about the possible generalization of 
our results in the next section. 

2) Generalization of our results 
 
What is true for young Swedes and Belgians should also be true for all the youth of the 
European Union since Swedes and Belgians (Walloons) represent two very different cultures 
for two cultures of the European Union and every EU country has been experiencing 
globalization in a similar way. So similarities between the Walloon and Swedish cultures 
should also be similarities between most EU countries and all EU young should be as 
internationally-minded as Swedes and Belgians. Therefore, standardization for the whole 
European Union should be possible and effective. We can still think that, since the new 
members from Eastern Europe have been experiencing globalization for a shorter time than 
older members, they should have more cultural peculiarities that could make standardization 
difficult with the rest of the EU. 
 
We found that standardization should be the method used by advertisers when appealing to a 
young European audience. This population is certainly one of the most homogeneous groups 
in the world since young Europeans were certainly the first and the most reached by new 
communication technologies that are one of the main reasons for the cultural convergence. 
This homogenization of cultures is expected to reach other groups in the future. Currently, we 
can hardly expand our results to the other age ranges and the other regions of the world. What 
we can say is that the results in these conditions (other age ranges and other regions of the 
world) should be less in favour of standardization since the cultural convergence is less 
important in the other age ranges and between the European Union and the other regions. 
Moreover the market in most other regions and, if we expand it to the whole world, the 
worldwide market are much less integrated than the European market. Indeed the worldwide 
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market contains differences in economic development, market conditions, in educational 
levels and in media available, which all make standardization more difficult. Furthermore, 
these other markets do not feature the free movement of goods, services and factors of 
production among countries, a common currency and harmonization of laws, regulations and 
business practices, which all facilitate standardization. 
 
We can expect that, in the future, national cultures will keep on converging and that more 
integration will also characterize markets worldwide. Moreover, the young generation, that 
we saw in this study homogeneous enough for the standardization to be effective on it, at least 
in Europe, will get older in the next years and the cultural homogenization could develop to 
the other age ranges. This would help standardization keep on developing and become 
generalized and used for every product sold worldwide. But the convergence process can also 
stop as some experts predict it. It is impossible to know with certainty what the future will be 
like. But to conclude it can be interesting to give you an idea of how we see future 
commercials.  
 
 
 

3) Possible future of commercials 
 
The following paragraph only gives our impression and intuition. In fact, we think that more 
and more commercials will be standardized, maybe not in the whole world but at least in 
regions such as the European Union. Belgians and Swedes have the same expectations 
(creative, funny and informative) towards a commercial, so we can think that other 
nationalities too, at least the members of the European Union. The world population is likely 
to become more and more internationalized and with good language abilities. However, it is 
clear that it would be difficult to have the same commercial in Europe and the Middle East for 
example since the different cultures are very distant and it will certainly take quite a long time 
before convergence creates enough similarities. In the same way, every element in a 
commercial can hardly be standardized. However, as we saw, some elements (language, 
characters, advertising theme, etc.) can easily be standardized.  
 
Our impression is that future commercials will be commercials with standardized characters 
speaking English. This impression is confirmed by new TV commercials. Indeed, this has 
probably already been understood by some advertisers and we are now starting to see, in 
Wallonia and France, commercials in English with French subtitles and standardized 
“characters”, which are famous world stars (Nicole Kidman for Giny, and George Clooney 
for Nespresso…). So we expect that future commercials will feature standardized characters 
and, in this perspective, we believe that celebrities could be the best standardized characters. 
Indeed, using celebrities is even better than cartoon characters as in the Coca-Cola example, 
even if famous cartoon characters can be seen as celebrities. Celebrities are known by almost 
everyone in almost every country. We can think that seeing an appreciated personality will 
improve the likeability of the commercial, which, we saw, is a problem of standardized 
commercials. Celebrities can be used in standardized commercials and everybody watching 
the commercial will recognize them and see them as belonging to their “own” life and culture. 
Many people feel close to celebrities since they are used to seeing them on the media. Thus, 
using a celebrity is a little like adapting characters without the additional costs, meaning that 
the audience will see celebrities as adapted characters whereas they are not. As we saw, using 
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adapted characters improves the impact of a commercial on viewers, so featuring celebrities 
undoubtedly increases the impact all the more. This would certainly be profitable for 
standardized commercials which lack impact on the audience. Celebrity branding would also 
partly solve the problems of persuasion and message credibility, which are low in 
standardized commercials. Many people are easily convinced by famous people because they 
want to imitate them. We definitely think that this kind of commercial will be more and more 
used in the future. Obviously, the choice of the right celebrity is extremely important. To 
feature in a standardized commercial, the celebrity has to be appreciated and seen as correct 
by every culture. He/ She should preferably by neutral. A wrong choice could have a negative 
effect but it is not our goal in this study to discuss how to choose the right celebrity. Finally, 
concerning advertising themes, we believe that world concerns such as global warming will 
more and more be used since it is an appropriate way to interest the whole world population at 
the same time. 
 

4) How to improve and continue our research 
 
There are some possibilities to improve our study. We could increase the number of 
respondents (we received 335 answers but sent 6820 requests and as the respondents were 
split in four different questionnaires the number of answers per questionnaire is not that big). 
We did not have enough time here, with two questionnaires in a row, to send more than one 
reminder to every student for each questionnaire.  
 
Concerning the sample again, we could expand it, not in terms of number of respondents but 
in terms of types of respondents. In fact, we concentrated on young people (aged 18 to 27). 
This is not a problem for our results because this was our choice, the population we wanted to 
study. The problem is that we only questioned students, which means that our sample is not 
representative of the whole young population but only of a specific part of it. It could of 
course be interesting to send the same questionnaire to older people to expand the study but 
for our results it would above all have been better to send our questionnaire to young people 
who are already working for example.  
Another possibility is, of course, to increase the number of commercials studied. Indeed, the 
more commercials we have, the less influence their characteristics have on results. It is clear 
that with only one commercial for each type of commercial, results are influenced by the 
choice of commercials.  
 
Doing this survey again in a few years could also be interesting. This could be done in 
different ways: survey exactly the same people in order to measure the evolution of cultural 
convergence and the effectiveness of advertising methods, or survey other students of the 
same age. We could see from the same people surveyed a few years later if these people, 
being older, would still be homogeneous enough and standardization effective on them. 
Surveying the next young generation could show if the cultural convergence keeps on 
creating some more similarities between young people and if standardization really reveals 
the best advertising method to use. 
 
Expanding the study could also bring interesting results. We could include people from other 
regions of the world to try to identify similarities between all world cultures and assess the 
performance of world advertising campaigns. We could also study the cultures of other age 
ranges and the effectiveness of advertising methods on these groups. Nevertheless, we expect 
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that the current youth will stay quite homogeneous when getting older and will extend the 
convergence on the older age ranges. 
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APPENDICES 
 

1) Questionnaires 

 

Swedish first questionnaire 

Cultural Adaptation Measurement of Commercials 
I am an Erasmus student at the Mid Sweden University in Östersund. I am writing my Bachelor Thesis 

for which I need to do a survey. It would be very kind of you to fill in the questionnaire below. It will 

only take you a few minutes to do it. 

 

Thanks in advance. 
 

Thomas Bonesire 

 
*Obligatoire 

 

1 * In your opinion, what is a culturally well-adapted commercial (TV advertisement)? 

 
 

2 * How important are the following elements in an adapted commercial?  

  
1 not 

important 
2 3 

4 very 

important  

fun 
      

information 
      

national features 
      

creativity 
      

 

3 * Could you rank the following elements in their order of importance in the adaptation process? 

(only one answer per column)  

  
1 least 

important 
2 3 4 

5 most 

important  

message 
       

advertising theme 
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1 least 

important 
2 3 4 

5 most 

important  

language/ way of 

speaking/ words...        

background scene 
       

characters 
       

 

4 * How often have you seen this commercial? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8Kw2reKH5o 

(please copy/paste the link to see the video)  

• very often 

• a few times 

• never 

 

5 * In the Saab commercial, how well adapted are the following elements to the Swedish culture?  

  
1 inadapted  2 3 

4 very well 

adapted  

message 
      

advertising theme 
      

language/ way of speaking/ 

words...       

background scene 
      

characters 
      

 

6 * How often have you seen this commercial? http://www.ferrero.se/?IDV=88 (please copy/paste 
the link to see the video)  

• very often 

• a few times  

• never 

 
7 * In the Nutella commercial, how well adapted are the following elements to the Swedish culture?  

  
1 inadapted  2 3 

4 very well 

adapted  

message 
      

advertising theme 
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1 inadapted  2 3 

4 very well 

adapted  

language/ way of speaking/ 

words...       

background scene 
      

characters 
      

 

8 * How often have you seen this commercial? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVpF3LMaerQ&feature=related (please copy/paste the link to 

see the video)  

• very often 

• a few times 

• never 

 

9 * In the Expressen commercial, how well adapted are the following elements to the Swedish 

culture?  

  
1 inadapted  2 3 

4 very well 

adapted  

message 
      

advertising theme 
      

language/ way of speaking/ 

words...       

background scene 
      

characters 
      

 

10 * Gender  

• Male 

• Female 

 

 

Envoyer
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Belgian first questionnaire 

 
You can find this through the following link but it is similar to the Swedish one except for the 
commercials: 
http://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=dGktT2hEd2pEV0lQbnV1UTNRdFJTbG
c6MA 
 

Swedish main questionnaire 

Adapted and Standardized Commercials 
I am an erasmus student at the Mid Sweden University in Östersund. I am writing my Bachelor Thesis 

for which I need to do a survey. It would be very kind of you to fill in the questionnaire below. It will 

only take you a few minutes to do it. 

 
Thanks in advance. 

 

François Bouvy 

 
*Obligatoire 

 

1 * How often have you seen this commercial? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVpF3LMaerQ&feature=related (please copy/paste the link in a 

new window)  

• Very often 

• A few times 

• Never 

 

2 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How much do you like this 

commercial?       

How much do you feel 

concerned?       

How much does it catch 

your attention?       
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3 * What is the message of this commercial for you? What do you understand? 

 
 

4 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How difficult is the 

message?       

How credible is it? 
      

To what extent does it 

convince you?       

 

5 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How better is your brand 

knowledge after seeing this 

commercial?       

After seeing the 

commercial do you think 

that Expressen is a good 

newspaper?  
      

How much does it make 

you feel like buying the 

product?       

 

6 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How good is its advertising 

theme?       

How close do you feel to 

the situation in the 
commercial?       

 

7 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How much do you like the 

characters?        
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1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How close do you feel to 

them?        

 
8 How well does the commercial convey the following values?  

  
1 very badly 2 3 4 very well 

 

Ambition 
      

Success 
      

Hierarchy 
      

Egalitarism 
      

Authority 
      

Machismo 
      

Risk 
      

Uncertainty 
      

Security 
      

Freedom 
      

Individualism 
      

Family 
      

 

9 * How often have you seen this commercial? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1NnyE6DDnQ&feature=related (please copy/paste the link in a 
new window)  

• Very often 

• A few times 

• Never 

 

10 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How much do you like this 

commercial?       

How much do you feel 

concerned?       

How much does it catch 
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1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
your attention? 

 

11 * What is the message of this commercial for you? What do you understand? 

 
 

12 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How difficult is the 

message?       

How credible is it? 
      

To what extent does it 

convince you?       

 

13 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How better is your brand 

knowledge after seeing this 

commercial?       

After seeing the 
commercial do you think 

that Coca-Cola is a good 

drink? 
      

Does it make you feel like 

buying the product?       

 

14 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How good is its advertising 

theme?       

How close do you feel to 

the situation in the 

commercial?       

 

15 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 
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1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How much do you like the 

characters?        

How close do you feel to 

them?        

 

16 How well does the commercial convey the following values?  

  
1 very badly 2 3 4 very well 

 

Ambition 
      

Success 
      

Hierarchy 
      

Egalitarism 
      

Authority 
      

Machismo 
      

Risk 
      

Uncertainty 
      

Security 
      

Freedom 
      

Individualism 
      

Family 
      

 

17 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How much do you like 

commercials such as 

Expressen (other examples 

could be Ica, M&M's) 
      

How much do you like 
commercials such as Coca 

Cola (other examples could 

be Gillette, Nike, Adidas 
      

 

18 *  

  
1 Expressen 2 Coca Cola 

 

Which kind do you prefer?  
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1 Expressen 2 Coca Cola 

 

Which kind convinces you most? 
    

Which kind has the most impact on 

you?     

 

19 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How important is it to you 

that a commercial is in your 

mother tongue?       

How important is it to you 

that a commercial makes 
reference to you culture?       

How important is it to you 

that a commercial depicts 

situations of your daily life?       

How important is it to you 

that characters are close to 

you?       

 

20 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
Does a commercial 

convince you more if it 

makes reference to your 

culture? 
      

 

21 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
Do characters close to you 

help you understand the 

message?       

 

22 *  

  
1 not at all 2 3 4 a lot 

 
How internationally-

minded do you consider 

yourself?        

 

23 * Last name  

 

23 * First name  
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24 * Gender  

• Female 

• Male 

 

25 * Year of birth (ex: 1987)  

 

26 * Study  

• Languages and Literature ; History ; Communication ; Philosophy 

• Business Administration (HEC) 

• Economics 

• Law 

• Political Sciences 

• Sciences (All types of sciences; biological, chemical, physical, mathematical, 

geographical,…) 

• Medicine (Medicine; dentistry, pharmacy, biomedical sciences; Physiotherapy and 
readaptation; …) 

• Applied Sciences (Engineering, Computer science …) 

• Veterinary Medicine 

• Psychology  

• Social Sciences (Sociology, Human and Social sciences, Anthropology, Labour Sciences,…) 

• Tourism 

• Nursing 

• Sports 

• Teaching 

• Autre :  

 

 
Belgian main questionnaire  
 

You can find this through the following link but it is similar to the Swedish one except for the adapted 
commercials: 
http://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=dGNTeE9pa3Jmazc4amV4NURrandBR
Gc6MA 
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2) Commercials studied 
 

Le Soir commercial  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WYwzEN5KGQ&translated=1 
 
Expressen commercial 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVpF3LMaerQ&feature=related 
 
Coca-Cola commercial 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1NnyE6DDnQ&feature=related  
    

3) Results 
 

A. First questionnaire 
 

Sweden 

 message advertising language background characters 

most 
important 

100 35 65 15 75 

important 88 80 64 28 60 

more or less 
important 

21 51 42 60 33 

not really 
important 

14 20 22 22 22 

least important 1 3 3 16 5 

 224 189 196 141 195 

 0,237037037 0,2 0,207407407 0,149206349 0,206349206 

 

 

Belgium 

 message advertising language background characters 

most 
important 

60 45 90 10 40 

important 44 36 52 32 20 

more or less 
important 

36 33 21 30 18 

not really 
important 

14 14 8 18 30 

least important 2 8 2 15 10 

 156 136 173 105 118 

 0,226744186 0,197674419 0,25145349 0,152616279 0,17151163 

 

 

SAAB 

 

message 
advertising 
theme language background characters 

 

Very well 
adapted 13 15 15 15 7 

 

well 
adapted 36 22 34 25 19 

 

Not really 6 19 6 15 26  
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adapted 

indapted 2 1 2 2 5  

 174 165 176 167 142  

 41,24444444 33 36,5037037 24,91746032 29,3015873 164,967196 

 

 

NUTELLA 

 
message 

advertising 
theme language background characters  

very well 
adapted 6 6 7 7 4  

well 
adapted 18 12 12 9 5  

not really 
adapted 25 28 30 27 26  

indapted 8 11 8 14 22  

 136 127 132 123 105  

 32,237037 25,4 27,3777778 18,35238095 21,6666667 125,03386 

 

 

EXPRESSEN 
 

message 
advertising 

theme language background characters Points 

very well 
adapted 11 14 12 17 23 4 

well 
adapted 30 24 15 27 20 3 

not really 
adapted 12 11 18 7 10 2 

indapted 4 8 12 6 4 1 

 162 158 141 169 176  

 38,4 31,6 29,2444444 25,21587302 36,31746032 160,7777778 

 

B. Likeability 
 

 
HOW MUCH DO YOU LIKE (Sweden) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  
1 not at all 19 21 1 

2 22 28 2 

3 42 41 3 

4 a lot 39 32 4 

 345 328  

 2,827868852 2,68852459  
 
 
HOW MUCH DO YOU LIKE (Belgium) 
 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  
1 not at all 5 5 1 

2 20 35 2 

3 43 40 3 

4 a lot 43 31 4 

 346 319  

 3,117117117 2,873873874  
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HOW MUCH DO YOU LIKE COMMERCIALS SUCH AS EXPRESSEN / COCA (SWEDEN) 

 Expressen Coca  
not at all 23 35 1 

2 35 44 2 

3 39 28 3 

4 a lot 24 12 4 

 306 255  

 2,52892562 2,142857143  

 
 
HOW MUCH DO YOU LIKE COMMERCIALS SUCH AS EXPRESSEN / COCA (BELGIUM) 

 Le Soir Coca  

not at all 9 14 1 

2 32 33 2 

3 43 40 3 

4 a lot 18 16                                    4 

 274 264  

 2,68627451 2,563106796  

 

 

WHICH KIND DO YOU PREFER (SWEDEN) 
Expressen 69 0,56557377 

Coca 53 0,43442623 

 122  

 

 
WHICH KIND DO YOU PREFER (BELGIUM) 
Le Soir 65 0,585585586 

Coca 46 0,414414414 
 111  

 

 

HOW MUCH DO YOU LIKE THE CHARACTERS (SWEDEN) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 14 26 1 

2 34 27 2 

3 41 34 3 

4 a lot 33 35 4 

 337 322  

 2,762295082 2,639344262  

 

 

HOW MUCH DO YOU LIKE THE CHARACTERS (BELGIUM) 

 adapted standardized  
1 not at all 7 11 1 

2 32 39 2 

3 52 33 3 

4 a lot 20 28 4 

 307 300  

 2,765765766 2,702702703  
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HOW GOOD IS THE ADVERTISING THEME (SWEDEN) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 19 19 1 

2 35 30 2 

3 45 39 3 

4 a lot 23 34 4 

 316 332  

 2,590163934 2,721311475  

 

 

HOW GOOD IS THE ADVERTISING THEME (BELGIUM) 

 adapted standardized  
1 not at all 5 7 1 

2 19 36 2 

3 62 25 3 

4 a lot 25 43 4 

 329 326  

 2,963963964 2,936936937  

 

 

C. Effectiveness 
 

 

HOW MUCH DOES IT CATCH YOUR ATTENTION (SWEDEN) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  

1 not at all 14 14 1 

2 32 40 2 

3 37 34 3 

4 a lot 39 34 4 

 345 332  

 2,82787 2,721311475  

 

 

HOW MUCH DOES IT CATCH YOUR ATTENTION (BELGIUM) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  

1 not at all 4 8 1 

2 25 37 2 

3 45 38 3 

4 a lot 37 28 4 

 337 308  

 3,036036 2,774774775  

 

 
WHICH KIND HAS THE MOST IMPACT ON YOU (SWEDEN) 
Expressen 66 0,540983607 

Coca 56 0,459016393 

 122  

 

 

WHICH KIND HAS THE MOST IMPACT ON YOU (BELGIUM) 
Le Soir 68 0,612612613 

Coca 43 0,387387387 
 111  
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HOW MUCH DO YOU FEEL CONCERNED (SWEDEN) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  

1 not at all 72 62 1 

2 35 34 2 

3 13 22 3 

4 a lot 2 4 4 

 189 212  

 1,549180328 1,7377  

 

 

HOW MUCH DO YOU FEEL CONCERNED (BELGIUM) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  

1 not at all 18 28 1 

2 39 49 2 

3 42 24 3 

4 a lot 12 10 4 

 270 238  

 2,432432432 2,144144  

 

 

WHICH KIND CONVINCES YOU MOST (SWEDEN) 
Expressen 53 0,43442623 

Coca 69 0,56557377 

 122  

 

 

WHICH KIND CONVINCES YOU MOST (BELGIUM) 
Le Soir 62 0,558558559 

Coca 49 0,441441441 

 111  

 

 

HOW MUCH DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL LIKE BUYING THE PRODUCT (SWEDEN) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 76 59 1 

2 34 23 2 

3 10 24 3 

4 a lot 2 16 4 

 182 241  

 1,491803279 1,975409836  

 

 

HOW MUCH DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL LIKE BUYING THE PRODUCT (BELGIUM) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 37 21 1 

2 37 41 2 

3 30 31 3 

4 a lot 7 18 4 

 229 268  

 2,063063063 2,414414414  
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AFTER SEEING THE COMMERCIAL DO YOU THINK THAT EXPRESSEN / COCA IS A GOOD… (SWEDEN) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 55 47 1 

2 49 31 2 

3 14 26 3 

4 a lot 4 18 4 

 211 259  

 1,729508197 2,12295082  

 

 

AFTER SEEING THE COMMERCIAL DO YOU THINK THAT EXPRESSEN / COCA IS A GOOD… (BELGIUM) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 23 28 1 

2 42 37 2 

3 42 30 3 

4 a lot 4 16 4 

 249 256  

 2,243243243 2,306306306  

 

 

HOW BETTER IS YOUR BRAND KNOWLEDGE (SWEDEN) 

 adapted standardized  
1 not at all 85 77 1 

2 31 35 2 

3 3 10 3 

4 a lot 3 0 4 

 168 177  

 1,37704918 1,450819672  

 

 

HOW BETTER IS YOUR BRAND KNOWLEDGE (BELGIUM) 

 adapted standardized  
1 not at all 34 56 1 

2 52 40 2 

3 23 12 3 

4 a lot 2 3 4 

 215 184  

 1,936936937 1,657657658  

 

 

HOW DIFFICULT IS THE MESSAGE (SWEDEN) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  

1 not at all 88 76 1 

2 23 26 2 

3 6 14 3 

4 a lot 5 6 4 

 172 194  

 1,409836066 1,590163934  

 

 

HOW DIFFICULT IS THE MESSAGE (BELGIUM) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  

1 not at all 37 60 1 

2 44 33 2 
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3 25 14 3 

4 a lot 5 4 4 

 220 184  

 1,981981982 1,657657658  

 

 

HOW CREDIBLE IS THE MESSAGE (SWEDEN) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  

1 not at all 32 50 1 

2 54 41 2 

3 32 24 3 

4 a lot 4 7 4 

 252 232  

 2,06557377 1,901639344  

 

 

HOW CREDIBLE IS THE MESSAGE (BELGIUM) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  
1 not at all 24 48 1 

2 59 37 2 

3 26 20 3 

4 a lot 2 6 4 

 228 206  

 2,054054054 1,855855856  

 

 

TO WHAT EXTENT DOES IT CONVINCE YOU (SWEDEN) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  
1 not at all 51 57 1 

2 51 31 2 

3 17 23 3 

4 a lot 3 11 4 

 216 232  

 1,770491803 1,901639344  

 
 

TO WHAT EXTENT DOES IT CONVINCE YOU (BELGIUM) 

 ADAPTED STANDARDIZED  
1 not at all 18 44 1 

2 58 37 2 

3 33 22 3 
4 a lot 2 8 4 

 241 216  

 2,171171171 1,945945946  

 

 

DO CHARACTERS CLOSE TO YOU HELP YOU TO UNDERSTAND THE MESSAGE (SWEDEN) 
1 not at all 33 1 

2 48 2 

3 35 3 

4 a lot 6 4 

 258  

 2,114754098  
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DO CHARACTERS CLOSE TO YOU HELP YOU TO UNDERSTAND THE MESSAGE (BELGIUM) 
1 not at all 26 1 

2 41 2 

3 38 3 

4 a lot 6 4 

 246  

 2,216216216  

 

 

D. Relative importance of different ways to adapt a commercial 
 

How important is it to you that a commercial is in your mother tongue (Sweden) 
1 not at all 65 1 

2 38 2 

3 17 3 

4 a lot 2 4 

 200 1,639344262 

 

 

How important is it to you that a commercial makes reference to you culture (Sweden) 
1 not at all 45 1 

2 32 2 

3 36 3 

4 a lot 9 4 

 253 2,073770492 

 

 

How important is it to you that a commercial depicts situations of your daily life (Sweden) 
1 not at all 35 1 

2 30 2 

3 50 3 

4 a lot 7 4 

 273 2,237704918 

 

 

How important is it to you that characters are close to you (Sweden) 
1 not at all 48 1 

2 42 2 

3 23 3 

4 a lot 9 4 

 237 1,942622951 

 
 

How important is it to you that a commercial is in your mother tongue (Belgium) 
1 not at all 26 1 

2 42 2 

3 25 3 

4 a lot 18 4 

 257 2,315315315 
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How important is it to you that a commercial makes reference to you culture (Belgium) 
1 not at all 10 1 

2 27 2 

3 49 3 

4 a lot 25 4 

 311 2,801801802 

 

 

How important is it to you that a commercial depicts situations of your daily life (Belgium) 
1 not at all 19 1 

2 38 2 

3 36 3 

4 a lot 18 4 

 275 2,477477477 

 

 
How important is it to you that characters are close to you (Belgium) 
1 not at all 16 1 

2 44 2 

3 39 3 

4 a lot 12 4 

 269 2,423423423 

 

 

Does a commercial convince you most if it makes reference to your own culture (Sweden) 
1 not at all 33 1 

2 43 2 

3 39 3 

4 a lot 7 4 

 264 2,163934426 

 

 

Does a commercial convince you most if it makes reference to your own culture (Belgium) 
1 not at all 17 1 

2 33 2 

3 43 3 

4 a lot 18 4 

 284 2,558558559 

 

How internationally-minded do you consider yourself (Sweden) 
1 not at all 4 1 

2 16 2 

3 51 3 

4 a lot 51 4 

 393 3,221311475 

 

 

How internationally-minded do you consider yourself (Belgium) 
1 not at all 3 1 

2 21 2 

3 53 3 

4 a lot 34 4 

 340 3,063063063 
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How important is it to you that a commercial is in your mother tongue in function of of how 

internationally-minded they consider themselves (Sweden) 

Internationally  

 

Language 
 importance 

 not at all 2 3 a lot 

 

1 not at all 4 8 24 30 1 

2 0 7 20 11 2 

3 0 1 7 9 3 

4 a lot 0 0 1 1 4 

 4 25 89 83  

 1 1,5625 1,71153846 1,62745098  

 

 

How important is it to you that a commercial is in your mother tongue in function of of how 

internationally-minded they consider themselves (Belgium) 

Internationally   

 

Language  

importance 

 not at all 2 3 a lot  

1 not at all 13 11 2 0 1 

2 14 18 7 3 2 

3 4 14 7 0 3 

4 a lot 3 10 5 0 4 

 65 129 57 6  

 1,91176471 2,43396226 2,71428571 2  

 

 

How well does the commercial convey the following values (Sweden) 

 ambition success hierarchy egalitarianism  
1 very badly 19 19 37 42 1 

2 21 26 47 55 2 

3 27 34 14 8 3 

4 very well 45 35 13 2 4 

 322 313 225 184  

 2,875 2,745614035 2,027027027 1,719626168  
 

 

How well does the commercial convey the following values (Sweden) 
 authority machismo risk uncertainty  
1 very badly 46 58 59 67 1 

2 40 41 40 36 2 

3 20 7 8 7 3 

4 very well 5 4 2 0 4 

 206 177 171 160  

 1,855855856 1,609090909 1,568807339 1,454545455  
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How well does the commercial convey the following values (Sweden) 

 security freedom individualism family  
1 very badly 36 23 23 37 1 

2 31 26 28 29 2 

3 32 39 41 27 3 

4 very well 13 25 20 19 4 

 246 292 282 252  

 2,196428571 2,584070796 2,517857143 2,25  

 

 
How well does the commercial convey the following values (Belgium) 

 ambition success hierarchy egalitarianism  
1 very badly 41 12 54 46 1 

2 32 23 28 32 2 

3 26 41 19 23 3 

4 very well 10 32 7 7 4 

 223 309 195 207  

 2,04587156 2,861111111 1,805555556 1,916666667  

 

 
How well does the commercial convey the following values (Belgium) 

 authority machismo risk uncertainty  
1 very badly 72 80 70 75 1 

2 30 22 24 24 2 

3 4 4 9 5 3 

4 very well 2 2 6 2 4 

 152 144 169 146  

 1,407407407 1,333333333 1,550458716 1,377358491  
 

 

How well does the commercial convey the following values (Belgium) 

 security freedom individualism family  
1 very badly 52 12 46 46 1 

2 25 33 40 22 2 

3 16 34 12 23 3 

4 very well 12 29 9 16 4 

 198 296 198 223  

 1,885714286 2,740740741 1,85046729 2,08411215  
 

 

E. Cultural distance between adapted and standardized commercials and the 

youth 
 
 

How close to the situation do you feel (Sweden) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 62 67 1 

2 41 35 2 
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3 16 14 3 

4 a lot 3 6 4 

 204 203  

 1,672131148 1,663934426  

 

 

How close to the situation do you feel (Belgium) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 15 38 1 

2 54 47 2 

3 31 20 3 

4 a lot 11 6 4 

 260 216  

 2,342342342 1,945945946  

 

 

How close to the characters do you feel (Sweden) 

 adapted standardized  
1 not at all 53 68 1 

2 43 31 2 

3 21 14 3 

4 a lot 5 9 4 

 222 208  

 1,819672131 1,704918033  

 

 

How close to the characters do you feel (Belgium) 

 adapted standardized  

1 not at all 19 48 1 

2 50 37 2 

3 31 20 3 

4 a lot 11 6 4 

 256 206  

 2,306306306 1,855855856  

 

 

F. Expectations towards commercials 
 

 

What is important to have a good commercial (Sweden) 

 fun information nat. Features creativity  
very 
important 25 13 3 29 4 

important 23 27 13 24 3 

more or less 
important 6 13 26 1 2 

not important 3 4 15 3 1 

 184 163 118 193  

 3,228070175 2,859649123 2,070175439 3,385964912  
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What is important to have a good commercial (Belgium) 
 fun information nat. Features creativity  

very 
important 15 13 18 26 4 

important 13 24 11 12 3 

more or less 
important 14 5 11 4 2 

not important 2 2 4 2 1 

 129 136 131 150  
 2,931818182 3,090909091 2,977272727 3,409090909  

 

 

What is important to have a good adapted commercial (Sweden) 

 message advertising language background characters  
most 
important 

20 7 13 3 15 5 

important 22 20 16 7 15 4 
more or 
less 
important 

7 17 14 20 11 
3 

not really 
important 

7 10 11 11 11 2 

least 
important 

1 3 3 16 5 1 

 224 189 196 141 195  

 3,929824561 3,315789474 3,438596491 2,473684211 3,421052632  

 

 
What is important to have a good adapted commercial (Belgium) 

 message advertising language background characters  
most 
important 

12 9 18 2 8 5 

important 11 9 13 8 5 4 

more or 
less 
important 

12 11 7 10 6 3 

not really 
important 

7 7 4 9 15 2 

least 
important 

2 8 2 15 10 1 

 156 136 173 105 118  

 3,545454545 3,090909091 3,931818182 2,386363636 2,681818182  

 

 

G. Some more analyses 
 

How much do you like the commercial (Female, Sweden) 
 EXPRESSEN  COCA 

1 not at all 14 1 12 

2 16 2 16 

3 22 3 25 

4 a lot 24 4 23 

 208  211 

 2,73684211  2,77631579 
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How much do you like the commercial (Male, Sweden) 
 Expressen  Coca 

1 not at all 5 1 9 

2 6 2 12 

3 20 3 17 

4 a lot 16 4 9 

 141  120 

 3  2,55319149 

 

 

How much do you like the commercial (Female, Belgium) 
 LE SOIR  COCA 

1 not at all 5 1 3 

2 13 2 16 

3 25 3 22 

4 a lot 13 4 15 

 158  161 

 2,82142857  2,875 

 

 

How much do you like the commercial (Male, Belgium) 
 LE SOIR  COCA 

 0 1 2 

1 not at all 7 2 19 

2 18 3 18 

3 30 4 16 

4 a lot 188  158 

 3,41818182  2,87272727 

 

 

Which kind do you prefer (Female, Sweden) 

Expressen 41 0,53947368 

Coca Cola 35 0,46052632 

 76  

 

 

Which kind do you prefer (Male, Sweden) 

Expressen 29 0,61702128 

Coca Cola 18 0,38297872 

 47  

 

 

Which kind do you prefer (Female, Belgium) 

Le Soir 31 0,55357143 

Coca Cola 25 0,44642857 

 56  
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Which kind do you prefer (Male, Belgium) 

Le Soir 29 0,52727273 

Coca Cola 26 0,47272727 

 55  

 

 

Which kind convinces you most (Female, Sweden) 

Expressen 34 0,44736842 

Coca Cola 42 0,55263158 

 76  

 

 

Which kind convinces you most (Male, Sweden) 

Expressen 20 0,42553191 

Coca Cola  27 0,57446809 

 47  

 

 

Which kind convinces you most (Female, Belgium) 

Le Soir 33 0,58928571 

Coca Cola 23 0,41071429 

 56  

 

 

Which kind convinces you most (Male, Belgium) 

Le Soir 29 0,52727273 

Coca Cola 26 0,47272727 

 55  

 

 

Which kind has the most impact on you (Female, Sweden) 

Expressen 41 0,53947368 

Coca Cola 35 0,46052632 

 76  

 

 

Which kind has the most impact on you (Male, Sweden) 

Expressen 26 0,55319149 

Coca Cola 21 0,44680851 

 47  

 

 

Which kind has the most impact on you (Female, Belgium) 

Le Soir 33 0,58928571 

Coca Cola 23 0,41071429 

 56  
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Which kind has the most impact on you (Male, Belgium) 

Le Soir 20 0,36363636 

Coca Cola 35 0,63636364 

 55  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
    

 


